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COMME!!'S
ON THE POLIT-I~AL
LINE OF THE ZIMBABWE CAMPAIGN OF 1978
'' '
.
_.
£._1.
The pontributi6ri. ·by comrades of th~ RCL to the Zimbabwe campaign were excellent
·both :mater.ieJ.ly and ideologically. In the campaign w~ich ran .from the beginning of'
April to 9th :December 1978, over £5,000 was co~lecte~. and a la.ndrover. was successful· :ly sent to the lib~ration war against British imperialism and its agents. Quite large
"' .quantities of-,clotnes and · blankets were also collected. Much propaganda and agitation
· ·' 1
'was ':distrihu:ped . against British imperialism giving a Communist lead in solidarity
with an opp~~:Jsed people .when workers and ordinary people in Britain were othe-rwiee
subject .to unchallenged
impe~ialist
and chauvinist propaganda.
.,-;,:. .
.
All these things must be affirmed as positiv~ even though we would not repeat the
campaign ,in the ; sru;ne rform and even though there were some mistakes in the campaign as
· well as some more .seriou.13 errors associated with. the ultra-left idealism promoted by
the anti-League _·faction. These posi tiv~ ~d ~ga.tive , factors hav.e been difficult to
untangle. In addition comrades voted for . the campaign for a number o·f different reasons which similarly are difficult to _separate analytically. These factors provide
some ex:planation (but not excuse) for ' t:he delay in drawing up a·systematic discussion
document attempting to sum up the campaign. · ·
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Ther~ is probably a fairly widespr~ad consensus amorig' com~des 'now that the campaign was ~rred by. subjectivist and commandist leadership from Redfem and that in
an ultra-left way it over-estimated -what.comrades could. be called on to do on Zimbabwe without harming other aspects of_work and Party buiiding. In a similar ultraleftist way it over-estimated the degree we could run ahead of the mass of the workers without damaging the close ties we were striving to build up. However the most
important question- on which we must shine light is to criticise the ultra-left political line of the campaign.
·
The Development of RCL Policy on the International Struggle
In order to understand and criticise the ultra-left political line of the campaign
· in which the principal target· o£ our fight on the international front was made Brit·' ish imperialism, not hegeinonism, · it is necessary to trace the steps by which our un·derstanding of our contribution to the three worlds stategy grew from the founding
Con~ss of the RCLB.
.
.
At :the founding Congress, on the basis of the theory of the three worlds (as general~; interpreted at that time) the RCL adopted the formula in Section B4 of the
Manifesto that "The international working class and opp~13sed peoples of the world
must resolutely unite, . and in so doing, must build the broadest possible united front
· =against imperial~sm, especially the hegemonism of the t~o s~perpowers".
In implementing this united front section B8 descd.;hed both superpowers as the
main enemy of the peoples of the world but the Soviet Union as the more dangerous.
Sections B11,12, 13, and 14 tried to describe the ~rticular position of Britain
:in relation ~o this "broadest possible united front ~gainst imperialism, especially
the hegemonism of the -;two superpowers11 • They said_:.t ··~ ·..1 .
,
. "The Revolutionary Communist League will_fi_gQJ :!or. Britain to be independent of
superpower hegemonism as one important aspect o{· the struggle for socialist revolu_tion. The League ·must therefore lead the working cl-ass of Britain always to streng. -t_h en its unity with the exploited and oppressed peoples and nations of the third
·-' : : woi'ld. in the common figh:t against imperialism especially the hegemonism of the two
· · superpowers:. · ·
: ·
·.. ·· , . ·
"In,particular the Revolutionary Communist League will oppose all acts of British
imperialist exploitation anrl oppression of other nations such as thof?e of Ireland and
southern Africa. The revolutionary peoples of these countries are. the class brothers
, and sisters of the British working class in the fiBht against the common enemy, the
.. -- ---... · superpowers ·:and the ·:British "imperialist bourgeoisie." ·
Se.ction 13 continued:
"In the . ,intere~ts of the internatio,nal w<;>rking c:lass and the oppressed peoples
and nations of the world, the .Revolut.i onacy ·,communist League will also struggle to
..:: .r·
_;_~e the British imperialist liourgeoisie linEl. up with the col.mtries of the third
world in the broad international united front ·against imperialism, especially the
_.. , hegemonism of the two superpowers, as far as this is possible . Inevitably however
: i ··
the British imperialist :bourgeoisie will be a very vacillating member of
,
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of the united front and we must in no way,·rel-y on · it. Because of its imperialist
class nature it will try to exploit the third world countries as much as it is able,
and will play a treacherous rol.e in the struggle against the superpowers.
The
British imperialist bourgeoisie can be forced towards more consistent participation
1n the . broad united front only if the oppressed peoples and nations and the British
working class firmly struggle against its imperialist nature".
Although. the handling of the concepts is at times cl.umsy . and probably uneccessarily lengthy in these passages, there is little doubt that serious attempts were
made ~o emphasise the degree it was necessary for .us to struggle against British
imperialism in the course of doing what we could to build a broadest possible
international united front" against imperialism especially the hegemonism of the
two superpowers".
·
·
There was geueral agreement that in practice if we
were talking about the
broadest possible united front the united front should be seen particuiarly as
being aimed against hegemon ism. ·Accordingly, because of · difficulties .in defining
our tasks clearly under the definition agreed, and because of the obvious correct. ne ss of China's initiatives towards second world countries, SOOil after the congress
we readily adopted a different formula which was .becoming more sta_nct<~:rd in the
international Communist movement.
·
·
. At the second CC meeting held in October 1977 the formula on the· uriited front
was amended by passing the following resolution unanimously:
''We support the struggle to form the broadest possible . united front against
the hegemonism of the two~ superpowers, Soviet social-imperial .i sm and US
. Jm.perialism,
and
their
policies
of. . ·aggression
and. ....
war".
.
..
...
..
.
. . .
.
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This resolution is a correct -resolution. It was adopted relatively ·readily by
comrades. During the preparation o6 the Manifesto we had become very aware of the
' illogicality and clumsiness of talking about a "broadestp possible" international
united front which was directed against all imperialism instead of narrowing the
target at the main bastions of imperialism and world reaction, the two sui;>erpowers.
In view of the confusion the anti-League faction caused by muddling up some
correct points and incorrect points in criticising the ~anifesto comrades should
note that the formula in the Manifesto of the broadest possible united front against
imperialism especially the hegemonism of the two superpowers is a leftist not a
rightist deviation. It is ''leftist"! because it .fails to draw sufficient distinction
between major and secondary imperialist enemies and fails really to strive to build
the broadest possible ~nited front against the biggest and most dangerous enemies
of the international working class. From the point of view of this key strategic
formula for the international struggle the Manifesto as adopted in July 1977 makes
a leftist error in handling the question of the second world imperialist countries,
The revised formula adopted in October of the same year corrects this. However
the decision was taken ·in October without due regard to where this left our policy
towards imperialism in general (as well as colonialism) • . This was objectively a
rightist error. With hindsight we can see two answers should be given to this
important question.
1.. As well as . building the broadest possible united front against superpower
hegemonism we , must also support another united front of gr~at importance even
thoug~ it is. not as broad.,. the united front against imperialism, colonialism and
hegemonism. This seoond united front has the people and countries of the third
world as its core.
The political rise of the third .world is closely related to
the growing maturity of this united front as seen· in international -meetings such
-as the Organization of African Unity, OPEC, the "Group of 77", the Non-Aligned
Movement, ASEAN ~he "African Cartibbean .· & Pacific Countries", the· Arab League etc.

In tilking of an international united front we do notmean a specific organization with. clearly defined members but a broad movement which manifests itself in
different activities and different ways. It .is a move~nt based on the material
interests of the participants in opposing imperialism, colonialism and hegemonism
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- somethiilg wbich they grasp with varying degrees of tlatity~ although the general
trend is for the issues to become cleare-r with each year •..There is therefore no
inconsistency in . talking at' one· and the same time of building the broades;t . possible
united front against the hegemonism of the two superpowers and . · the broad internat
ional united front. against imperialism, coloniali~m and hegemonism. · These two broad
fronts overla'p · to a considerable degree because they rE.flect merely different aspects
of the material interests of the international working class and the {:E!OP'le
(particularly the, oppressed reoples and nations) of the world. Indeed the . existence o
of the broad . i .n ternational united front agains't imperialism, colonialism and hegemonism
is
major reas'ori why the peoples and countries of the third world are the main forca
. in the broadest possible united front against the . hegemonism of the two superpowers •
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·. ·we should therefore have specifically committed ourselves
inteinl!tional .united front -: against itnperialism, 6:>lonialism
same time as , the . ,GC quite correctly in · Octotiet 1977 redefined
international: united front as being against the hegemonism of

to support this second
and hegemonism at the
the broadest possible
the superpowers.

. The s,econd way of i:I.Voiding the rightist one-sidedness of adopting the October 1977
resolution on its own is by re-emphasising explicitly the need to . struggle particularly
firmly against British imperialism in the course of building tl:ie broadest possible
. 'i nternational united front. This principle is already contained in the Manifesto but
it should have been explicitly reaffirmed in October 1977 at the same tiine as the
1nternational united front was redefined. As one of the most reactionary of the
s~cond world imperialis~~~~~tain inevitably is slow to unite with third world
countrres on a just b~1s~and 1s re1cty to tail behind the US and to appease the Soviet
Union. Therefore if the Communists in Britain are to do what they can to force Britain
to take ·a more progressive stand internationally it must inevitably involve a large
·amount of struggle with British imperialism •
. This · th~n suffimarises the strengths and weaknesses of the RCL policy as . it had
developed up ,to .. ·october , 1977. Inevitably our understanding of the theory of the three
wo~lds and the tasks it required of us had gone through a zig-zag course from the
one side.d to the .
less one-sided(but inevitably still showing features of one. · sidedness) • . The Oc,t 77 CC resolution corrected a leftist one sidedness on the broadest
possible international united front but opened the door to a rightist one sidedness
· of relatively neglecting the task of struggling against British imperialism~
This lengthy introduction
is
necessary because the Zimbabwe campaign was
closely related to the continuing development of . our understanding of ourr international
responsibilities~ In summing up its' political line it is important to see it in this
context, if we are to learn systematic le~sons.
·:r
Thus the next major policy 'rniriute following ·the CC meeting in October 1977 is the
minute of the (then) Standing Committee of January 1978 -

"6.7.1 There has been a rightist' tendency in propaganda and practice to underestimate
British imperialism abroad. ;To discuss ~t CC3.

·

6,7.2 Propose to start solidarity work linked with industrial work and fund-raising
for Zanu. For CC3".
It can be seen that the Zimbabwe campaign was to a large degree envisaged as being a
corrective for the · alleged error, What were the rights or wrongs of this ' charge?
The Record of .s.t ruggle against British imperialism.
Although there wer~ weaknesses in Class Struggle's attacks on British imperialism
during 1977 it should be seen in the context of a fundamental opposition to British
imperialism established from its first issue.•
The first issue of ClassStruggle, inJune 1976 contains an article "Zimbabwe
Will Be Free" hitting British imperialism • .The second line of the editorial
"Introducing Class . Struggle" states, 11 British imperialism, wounding arid limping, still
throws its weight around, tries to oppress and exploit countries like Ireland, the
Arab countries, Southern Africa, and Iceland".
This record was maintained throughout 1976. The second issue, in July, contained
articles on Ireland, Iceland and Azania all exposing British imperialism. The third
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issue in August, contained an article .''Unite to Smash Racism" making, strong agitationa! and propaganda: points exposing the links between racism . ~rid imperialism.

.

Issue number 4' '.included another article attacking British imperialism for its oppression in Ireland.' The fifth issue, in October 1976 again contained an article supporting
the · Zimbabwean_ st'ruggle and exposing British imperialism. In the , same- issue it carried
a · substantia.l article entitled "New Spj;rit of Defiance in Azania" once again exposing
British imp0 rialism.
.
The November issue yet again contained a major articl~
Zimbab~e hitting British
imprialism and the December issue yet again contained a · substantial article exposing
the manoeuvres of British imperialism in Irelah 1.
·

on

Every month then of 1976 from its first issue of publicatton in June, Class Struggle
hit British imperialism internationally while also hitting it domestically and playing
a vanguard role ·in exposing the hegemonic natl!re of Soviet social imperialism. This
was · the period soon after the rectification movement in the. old CFB, in .which a
national democratic centralist organization was being built.
Although increasingly serious study was being given to the three worlds theory,
in the main the policy line of CS consisted largely of hitting a number of key enemies
and supporting a number of key trends in a militant manner rather than laying bare
the relationship between these in a way _that was also more scientific. The themes come
over strongly: opposition to Soviet social imperialism and to British imperialism
abroad, friendship for the Peoples Republic of China and Albania and for the
Third World.
·
The People's Daily pamphlet on the Three Worlds Theory was not published till
· almost a year later (Hovember 1977) and our attempts at that time to link up these
different struggles in a coherent strategywere rudimentary. One significant attempt
however was made in an article in the second issue of CS in July 1976, entitled
"UNCTAD:Third World Unity Grows", This article about imperi~'iist exploitation of the
third world was in addition to the issues such as Ireland, Zimbabwe, Azenia and
Iceland in which BritLsh imperialism's oppressor role could be exposed. Ina world
in which Britain had in the main lost.· its strength to maintain .direct colonies under
· normal circumstances, and in which its irr;i-'erialist exploitation was increasingly
taking subtler nee-colonial forms, it was thought important _to educate workers in
solidaritywiththe oppressed peoples and nations on this matter. At the same time an
attempt was made to show how the superpowers were the main bastions of this neecolonial linperialist system and that Britain, although a very reactionary imperialist
power is also declining in strength and necessarily vacillates to some extent. Workers
'in Britain should oppose exploitation of third world countries and instead demand that
Britain defends its independence against the superpowers. The article attempted to
implekent such an approach in this way :-

" The British government ••• sided with tl)e US superpower against the third world
because the British capitalists are still exploiting the third world. As the superpowers grow and the third world unites, tne British imperialists don't know what
to do. They plunder other countries, but they are scared of the strength of the
superpowers, and of the growing strength and unity of the third world. This forced
Britain to waver in its position at the conference and it started saying it was
wfli.ing to "talk aboutn a common fund f~r commodities - as the third :world had
demanded. The working people of Britain have no interest in exploiting other
countries.
The bosses
will
.never stand'___.Up.. firmly
to the superpowers.
British workers
.. . '.
_.. ' - .
,_., ..•. - - ·' '
. -- . ' . .
·.
. ' .
·_' . .-i
- r . . . . must force the. British government to protect independence and d'ppose the super_powers".
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With the beginning of 1977 attempts were further made to link these .different
international aspects together more coherently at a time wheri the CFB and the·
CUA were:moving towards unity and the structure of the Manifesto was starting to
be hammered out.
·
·
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The Janua.r y issue- starts . wi~-_h:-;~~- --1% page review of 1976 as a year of struggle.
This article concent:rates.e'ltclusiVely ori the .rise of the thirdworld and exposure
of the superpowers internationally~ 'This international section is dealt with
from the point of view of an abstract observer arid no responsibility is accepted
that wi'thin the context of the three worlds strategy we have .a particular respons- ·
ibility to fight British imperialism internationally~ The only reference to
·.
imperialism is a rather formalistic sentence:
"The struggles against superpower hegemon~ imperialism and racism are burning
ever fiercer and brighter."

By contrast the blows against the British ruling class, although militant, were ·
delivered exclusively in the national section.
Clearly this article makes rightist errors of neglecting our particular
responsibility to struggle against British imperialism 'a..b~oed;. At the same time in
the January issU.e then~ is also a very good ·article ,running to almcst the same
length of lJa pages on Zimbabwe expos'ing and ~ttacking British and . US imperialism~
saying among other things, ·
"British imperialism already has vast inves.tments ' in Zimbabwe, 'and has no .
intention .of giving them up to the reople of Zimbabwe • .(\mong the 300 British
companies within Zimbabwe are British Steel, British Leyland, ICI, . Metal Box, ·
GKN,· Schv1eppes, BOC, Dunlop, GEC, Tate & Lyle~ Plessey and Unilever''·
How much the errors of the lead article can be attributed to the t.echhical .
challenge of SUmmarising international developmentS in 197F in 500 worcf$ when a · · ··
number of other things than British imprialism seemed ·' important to empbast~e :an
a world scale is . not clear. However. it must be saiQ. \tiat the article ; does not
grasp our particular contribution of struggling against British imperialism ·
internationally, In this the article · is a watting of patchy coverage· of this ' · . ·
question in 1977 at the same time. as CS in a very principle·i: and far sighted manner
correctly directed it.s main blow .internationally at exposing the hegemonistic .
nature :of Soviet social imperiali~'m.
·
.
.

I~ ·Feb'tuary 1977 cs \ ::ontained an article on fishing, effectively showing the .
imperialist: nature: of the British government and contrasting its bullying of the
Icelandic r:)eople with its appeasement of the Soviet,· Union on fishing, thereby'
again educating concretely on the. three. worlds strategy. ·
·
The March 78 issue contained a short agitational piece. of~ · page exposing
Soviet' ;sanctions-busting on Zimbabwe but without attacking British imperialism. ·
This is ·not in itself wrong because if too many concepts are included in an agitational piece it . lose its impact as agitation. However there was no •llt!o attack on
· British imperialism internationally in that issue •
. ~The April iss~e contained a major ~rticle against Soviet fishing in.E.uropean
waters, In the section subtitled "Third World led Struggle for 200 Mile 'Limit"
the opportunity was
taken of exposing British imperialism's vacillating .
imperialist nature:
.'
.

.

"Throughout the struggle, Britain,like most of the smaller capitalist powers,
vacillated, arguing first one way, and,then another. This was because BritHn
wanted to continue to plunder the resources of countries like Iceland, but at
the ~ame time was. worried about the increasing Soviet exploitation· of British
waters." When Icel'and declared its 200 · mile fishing limit, the Labour. government
sent in gun boats to help British trawlers fish illegally. The Icelandic
]JQople heroically defended ' their just demands and won.' It was .· st"J:Uggles like
this that mean that Britain and other West European countries had to protect
their own fishing
grounds"~
All this was consdously written as a concrete illustration of the three worlds
theory'. ; ,
In the same issue there is a major article against the Prevention of Terrorism
Act. The fundamental position of this article is one of fraternal solidarity
with the Irish people although British impel.'ialism should have been denounced more
decisively than it· was.

6.

The May 1977 issue of 'CS had a major article with two paragraphs s;:Ecifically
against US and British imperialism in Southern Africa in the context of the overall
theme, "African Peoples Oppose Superpower Aggression". In Workers Notebook a !s page
...'~as _q evoted to exposing how the imperialist countries, especially the two superpowers
carry on neo-colonialist exploitation. An article on Mrs. Thatcher's visit to China
stated "Thatcher's opposition to scoial imperialism and her internal policies are two
different· matters" and pointed out "she supports the bosses' continued exploitation
and oppression of workers in Britain and the ~cople of the ,third world 11 •
The. June issue had a 1~ page article on the international , su~it meeting entitle1 ~
"London Summit: US Retreats" and in this the vacillating dual ,natl;lre of the minor
imperialist countries of the second world like Britain was brought out in the context
·· of the t~r~~ :worlds strategy. ·An agitational article on Zimbabwe giving facts on the
_progress of the liberation· struggle lead up _to the main point in 'the form of a quote
. by Mugabe that "Strangers are barred entry· into our home whether by the front door
or the back door", with ·the conclu.s i.m that ···this was a clear warning to both superpowers to stop meddling". Thus the most impcrtant P<>int was seen·as the threat of
superpower contention interfering with the rising liberation struggle against the
racist colonial regime. At this -time Britain was purportedly not directly involved in
Zimbabwe. Also the fact that British -imperialism was not automatically mentioned in
an agitational article is not always automatically incorrect as agitational articles
can only carry a limited number of concepts. Nevertheless this article shows a relative
neglect of our particular responsibility in relation to British . imperialism and lack
of thought on how to hit British imp~rialism on the question of Zimbabwe within the
context of the three worlds strategy. In the same June · issue another article on
racism toQk the opportunity of drawing the link between racism and British imperialism •
.
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The July issue carried an extremely sharp ~ page a:tt:l."cle denouncing British
imperialism in the course of rebuffing -the attacks on Amin. It : may even be thought
to have been rather dogmatic · in refusing to concade any. criticisms -of Amin, but the
overall thrust wqs certainly very correct. A short agitational .article in Workers
Notebook reported on the progress in the liberation war in Zimbabwe. In this case it
would be arbitrary to Criticise it for not mentionaing Brit·i sh imperialism as it was

purely agitational. Another longer piece in the ! same column' linked the history of
British imperialist activity in · northern· Ireland and in Oinan. A full page article on
the back again supported the third world economic struggle against imperialist
exploitation and criticised ~ritish im~lism in the course of directing the main
blow against the superpowers.
This was the

last issue
of Class Struggle
published by the CFB.
....
..
'

',

Class Struggle reappear~d in August 1'977 : with.. the 'first issue of volume 21
triumphantly announcing the founding of the RCLB. ·A three page.interview with the
then secretary of the RCL made a substantial improvement in handling the particular
question of Brid.sh imperialism internationally than in the review of the year published in January~ ·· This may have been helped by the greater space and the question and
answer type format which permitted complex questions to be explained in a direct and
not too convoluted a way.
,
But in the ·.Jllain the improvement was probably the result :·of the extensive discussion
that had gone into the drawing up of section B of the Manifesto.

·:i' ·
'f..

The interview stated clearly:
"In between the first arid third world is the second world of second rate
imperialist countries like Britain. They try to continue to exploit the peoples
of the. third world but they are running into more and'
more resistance. But at the
.
'· t
same time they are also partly oppressed themsebies by the
superpowers" •
..,.
It went on· :
"We will make sure that all workers in Britai~ understand -their be~t friends are
the oppressed peoples and nations of the world. And although we· will never rely
on our own bourgeoisie we will struggle to make the .I~ritish government take a
better stand internationally and line up..more with tbe third world in the struggle
against the superpowers •. In order to do :this we must fight British imP~llialism
particularly strongly".

..
7
The question was asked by the editor: "As you say, the two superpowers are the
main enemy of the peoples of the world. Does this mean we should unite with our
bosses against
instead of ' fighting for the soci.a.list revolution?" and the
.
them
.
. ·
rep1y came:
.
. .
. .
. .
. .· "Definitely not~ Our main enemy in Britain is 'the British monopoly capitalist
bourgeoisie and we will over-throw it by ·socialist revolution. But we must
link our fight with the fight of the internat:ional working .'class· and
oppressed peoples against 'tfle superpowers, because the superpowers are the
main enemies of the .people · of the world •••• One part of that work is to
fight against and expose the reactionary, international line of the British
ruling class of appeasing Soviet social-imperialism, relying on US imperialism
and continuing to try to oppress .arid exploit the oppressed peoples and nations
of the world. Fighting againl;t: . this,.like the fight against all the other
reactionary acts of the bourgeoisie helps to educate the working class and
the w~rking peopie and-carry the socialist revolution forward. But if we
--also actually manage to force the government to take a better stand internationally ·this weakens the superpowers and .cuts back their sphere of
. activity~
If so, so mt.ich
·
. .
:' -: the betfer :~~ ·
The question of British imperialism was again handled explicitly in the reply on
.opportunism:
· ·
·
. . ..
.
.
"OpportunSIIl is especially strong . in imperialist countries. like "Bi-itain because
the bourgeoisie uses the · superprofits it gets from imperialist·exploitation
to bribe and !~often up a
ooction bf the ' IWOrking·class and work'i.ng people".
.·.

:

The Rame August issue of cs · contained two articles on Zimbabwe. One, on
Mugabe's visit to China·made propaganda points hitting US and British imperiali sm
;as well as social ·imperialism . .. The other 2/3 page, ·is an agitatianal :article
·about further advances .in ·the liberation war. ' This does not specifically mention
British imperialism by · name but ends by · saying that the victory of the liberation
struggles 1h Southern Africa "will be a victory for the oppressed people throughout the world and a~utther set of nails ·in the coffin of imperialism. WORKERS
AND OPPRESSED OF THE WORLD UNITE . !. "
The paper also contained articles attacking Soviet social ' imperialism in
preparation for the .Czechoslovakia demonstration and an article ·on womens emancipation in Albania. All in all this founding issue of the RCL's Class Struggle has
~trong coverage internationally not only in terms*of the particular position of
Britian within that general situation. _
The September 1977 issue had 'ls page article "British Imper-ialism M of
Ireland" in an international section concentrating mainly on reporting7Success of
the 11th C~gress of the CPC and commemorating the anniversary of Mao's death. In
addition there was ~overage of the Czechoslovakia demonstration. .

.

October saw ~ page about the struggle at the Belfast engineering firm of Mackie
in the context of fighting British imperialism. There was ·a short, purely agitationat item, in W.N. on black workers in South Africa.
.
The November issue contained a half-page article on the struggle of the
Azanian people which was purely agitational and did no~· refer to British iml~rial i
or the superpowers.
''

The December issue contained no items hitting Br'itish imperialism. The January
1978 issue ran a militant ~ page article on t~ "Heroic Struggle of Azanian People"
which hit US and British imperialism. harrl
and stated among· other things: "~ritish
imperialilm's colossal profits obtained -abroad are soaked in the blood of the
heroic struggles of the black people '.' ·
..
It was after the publication of thisissue·that the January 1978 (then) Standing
Committee passed the resolution"There has been a rightist tendency in propaganda
and practice to underestimabe British imperialism abroad". The survey given above
.of articles in CS in 1977 show there was some truth to this view although the
:_ tendency was not as serious as the anti-League faction later made out.
.
.

*

of the general situation but also in terms .
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The summing up of 1976 in the. January 1977 issue was definitely in error in not
directing any blows at British imperialism in its international aspect. On the other
hand the interview with the then national secretary in August was very clear· on this
matter.
It must be. _adm.i tted that some of the coverage of British' imperialism
1.11 articles during 'the year was patchy. On the other hand any organization::'that could
publish the article ori Amin in the July issue slaughtering British imperialism on a
tricky subject canno~ roasonably be descri~ed as ·having deep errors of soc~al chauvinism.
·
·
.: r f
.. Redfern made a particularly. telling point, of two articles on southern Africa which
did not refer to British imperialism. ·In- at least one case the criticisni1s
correct.
1
On the other hand the manner of Redfernts ·criticisms was a dogz:~atist one that treated the· emission as self-evidently a·political crime. This type of dogmatist and
rigid thinking is similar to the thinking in the early months of Class Struggle that
every article had to end with a ~tatement that the central task in Britain. today is
to rebuild the revolutionary Cornin\mist party. T}lis ultra-left dogmatist approach
fails to educate peopl~ and in fact drives them away from a revolutionary ,position.
After the overthrow·of the anti-League faction CS has on one or two occasions
published agi tational i terns about southern Africa,. which do not name British imperialism (for eXample the article in Vol 3 no 2, March 22nd 1979) because this may attract
a reader's attention .so 'that. his _.or her understanding can be consolidated by a 1-lfuller propaganda article .. in a later issue.
·. ;.
It is hard to e:Je;cuse the omission of a:ny reference to British imper:fal'ism in the
article on Zimbab}{e in June 1977 and the article on southern Africa in November
1977; On the otqer hand it would be arb_i trary to criticise. _its omission' from the
·agitat1onal article on Zimbabwe in August 1977, particularly since this article was
accompanied
by. a propaganda article in the same issue,hitting
British
imperialism.
.
.
.
.
There is n:o·magic answer to this contradiction. We must carry out.ou~ most important tasks and' guard against the rightist error of ignoring our .particular responsibility to oppose British imperialist oppression of other· peoples, and the "leftist"
error of treating this as a dogmatic fetish. :Comrades must form their o~ opinions
on each case according to the concrete circumstances.
. . .· . ;:.
. .

~

In. this review of cover~ge in. CS it is also. necessary to point out that for reasons of brevity we have summarised the position ·.only concerning international articles
about British imperialist oppression. This inevitably has a dangE!r of ac'6e!iting the
terms of the anti-League factions's distort:i;ons'of proletarian internati'onalism
':ihere by they implied it consists_. overwhelmiz:1gly or even exclusively· of solidarity
·with the peoples oppressed by your.o~ imperialist.ru.ling class. In fact· CS carried
much more international material than has beEm listed. Some of this 'displayed the
courageous spirit of proletarian inte.rnationalism· in supporting socialist China
during a difficult period and in hitting particularly ha~ at the· riiost .: dangerous
enemy of the international working class ~ -the Soviet Union. -At ·this time:,. apart
from New Age, we were the only force in th~_ "left" in Britain giving" this vi tal
leadership. Another example is that in some of the later 1977 issues
CS which
. were weak in hi.tting British imperialism this is partl'y because of the . space and
attention courageously allocated at that .time to promoting solidarity with.the
struggle of Kampuchea.
·

of

,,

The fact that_ there ~as some weakness in exercising our particular cohcrete responsibility internationaH.y to hit British imperialism~s._exploitation andr-oppression
· of other peoples cannot obscure the fact that CS was quite correct to judge its
international coverage first and foremost in· terms of -~he basic interests of the
international proletariat as a whole and'to strive to apply the strategy-of the
... t_h~ee worlds, even if there were some errors in doing -so at first 1. : . · :... ·
.j•
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- A-difficult question' which neejis inore_thought is the relative balance 'of how
to criticise British iinpe;riali-sm l.n. the-context of the three worlds theory. On the
one hand British imperialism still attempts to exploit and oppress the: .third world;
on the other it is servile to .anQ. appeases the first world.
..

~:,~\, ....
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We are opposeq .~~t t'X.}t.l'l asgect.s and shou~q ·hit bo,t~ . aspects. The anti-League
faction howevet'"·t·en®d to-=~reg8:rd opp&sine · ~riti-S.h · imper-ialt&m .internationally as
·cons'tsting ..<>verwhe-lirili.rigl.~~ pf the first aspeet·. pnly and bad difficul~y seeing that
appeasement; is i.ne\1itably ·and essentially· the·if,P:roduct of the imperlalist nature of
a second-rate . impetrialist powecr:-' whose· class nat.ure .prevents . it relying on the
people. The standing corranittee;c:resolution :already quoted · speaks of "under-estimatine:
British ·irnper.iaUsm abroad" :bUt< was meant only in this sense. ~ For. the purpose of
evaluating the rights and . wrongs ••of thi•s ·c riticiSm this revie-w of CS •c overage above
J~a.s ,t.he.refpf~ .,a:c;:cept~.d ~,1'\is .~Qias . ~nd h,as .surveyed only coverage of British imperiali.s.t··:.oppx:essi9ri'~. : lt. .must ·_t:l'\erefore b~ emphasi~ed that side by side with these
examp'te.s : the,r e 'were many ''attemp~s 'to exP.ose' Bri'tish 'imperialist appeasement in
-the pages of c-s.'
.
·,. .
.
.
, •.. .
.W.hich aspect w.e sho~ld .in fact expose more must be thought about further in the
. .'context of how: we educate workers aric;l, pretgressive people step by 'step to embrace
revolutionary Pdsltio~. "i:>o. we. exp{)~e ;Briti~h impe-rialism .fund.amentally by present.ir\'g .it_ as rnor~i~y · .b ad or do we .ex:P,o se... it.}:>Y showing that its f!lateri~l class interes t
., . are 'oppo_sed to .t,he mat~ri,al in.tere_st1~ ;.q f the proletariat and .u~. t?eople. There is
a n~ed for l.~vely agi.t ation evo~i,ng feeJings of hatred · and conteinp~ _ in both
a'pproaches but there is s.till a: '·f(lnd,amental difference. 'The first ~pproach is an
idea,~Ls.t "mor~l\·s.~i'~: ·6 ne._ .~he s~;~~onci app~<>a.ch is ;a. hist,o~~.cal .m~t~ri~list one •
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.-If we grasp rthe secan<L:basic ·approach clearly we can ith€n go on .·to ask how much
empha.sis shoulcL.wE!' put . on showin~ -workers ·that the ·imperialist ·nature of British
-- Tirii)erial.i sm thrmrgh -its appeasement policies makes world . war . and Sov-iet domination
~ · :of 'Ourselves mnre ilikely. ·Ori ·'the ;other ·,hand how much should , we emphasize that
. ~rit~s.h _ 1imperi~l,is.m :e~x.Pl.o.i,t:atio.n o,f ,t .he. oppressed peoples and natures strengthens
its abili,ty to niainta~ tts cla'ss exploitation
and•! ' oppression
of
us ?
.!
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·· :This question of :relative emphasis is ·linked up with .. · another question of
: ·relative :emphasis; H<JW~ . much .relative , emphasis .in international c.werage should we
put on building the broadest' possible interrtat'ional ·unite'd front against the
hegemon ism and war policies of the two superpowers·.. and how much relative emphasis
on t~ i~~e;n~ti~nal. ~nited front . ~ga~nst. i ,mpe,d.a,lis.m. colonialism and hegemon ism ?
,'fh_is ·sf¥>ll.ld .b e· . s~_en from a practical J)oin,t oJ view: .rather than f'r:om the point of
vi.ew of abstr~c-t"dogll\a. While both unl.ted fronts ate imPortant for the international
1
working clcl.ss "whi ch in· practice is the · niore imdartarit ·? ..:. Surely th,e ·o ne that
mobilises all possible factors against the most dangerous enemy of ' the international
work'ing class ·and strives to isolate i t - ie. the first·united front. That still
' leaves the' important· iquestion however of what particular . emphasis isliould Communists
in Britain make in ;view of the particular position of Britain within 'the overall
. world situation • . , ·· ·
r ·
··
Thes.e questions need more thought by all comrades.
S; ·far ~e ,ha~e reviewed . our. propaganda . by fooking at evecy . iss,~, ..Pf CS up to
January 197~. In terms of our. prac#ce internationally up to that time this can be
summed up in terms of the Czechoslovakia demonst~ation of which. there had by then
- ,·, been=two (1976 & l977).In the light ·of our re·a ppraisal of mass work we can now see
that :fhere was a· ·dogmatic · rig:fdi.ty. with which 'we pursued the correct: emphasis on
: -... .'•,J work with the industrial working class • This restricted tne scope:· for international
; · .·.·• ~ -· :solidarity 'wo:rk,: and excluded any particip~tion· in broad front· - event's . Nevertheless
··· · ·-' ': it' is necessary' to. renie1nber that shortage of members also restricted mass work
"··----· seve.fe):"Y,~-·i:rwe :~i~-. tP.--,t'f.£ ,t ·o build the party in a ba~anced way. Within this
extremely' . iirrt~.t:~~. ~co'pe' ·for public demon&trations of international solidarity in
the period up t'o' 'Jarl' 197'8, · the RCL. and the CFB before it allocated the only two
~·.: . demonstrations! t..o ·raising' the • banner against the most dangerous enemy of the
·· , ':·;international ·working class, .the Soviet Union. A more flexible and less dogmatically
rigid policy towards mass work and to struggling with opportunists' would have permitted, us to participate_in dt!monstrations for exafllple against,B~it;~,sh imperialism
, . .·l.· in !~eland pr. in southern Afric:Jl without _
i:>-r:esentil1g. us. with the {pipOssible organizational 'challenge of leading ttiem ourselves.
·' ·
., .

.
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. . CC3 and the . Decision to Launch the Zimbabwe
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We have ·now ·revie.wed the developments in the RCL' s understanding of international pc)l.icy and ttte .record of its propaganda in CS and of its ·practice up to
January 1978, .As the minutes· of the January SC qu...;ted on page 3 of this document
show, the ·decis"ton to launch the Zimbabwe campaign was closely 1ii'lked with the
minute stating . "there has been a rightist tendency in propaganda and practice
to under-estimate British imperialism abrqad".
· At CC 3, at the end of January 1978; the two subjects were ~ similarly clo ely
linked. Redfern presented a verbal lead on the ·question of "proletarian internationalism". Despite its importance this hadn't been presented iri writing for CC
comrade~consideration before the meeting •

:.

. . •...
t

.. The verbal ·lead struck a pose in order to impress and intimidate and succeeded
in ·doing .so. Redfern reeled off tt;ienty to 30 economic statistics usually in
· . ~housands 'o~ mi. ll~on dollars. Mant of ttr m were s~bsequently , used ~n the article
ln the June ·1978 1ssue of Revolut on on "Proletar1an Internationallsm". They are
intin:idating enough there in writ en form but just receiving them by ear they
were more so• Redfern was making a show of "Seeking Truth from Facts'' yet of"'
all the economic facts he threw at the CC not one was a statistic about the
Sov-iet, Union, the most ·dangerous eneiny of the international working -class, a
fact he brus.hed aside by blandly saying that .t he figures were only for western
imperialist countries •. In short he was not Seeking Truth but Selectinta Facts,
selecting facts to support. his dogmatic and ultra-left prejudices; but at that
t 'ime our . vigilance was not suffi_c iently high against such an opportunist manoeuvre.

••

..

·,.

·· As well as the barrage of international statistics (international that
the .exception of. the Soviet Union) Redfern particularly emphasised that
... imperialism is the main enemy of certain third wv~ld countries, and gave
. statistics a;bou.t . Malayasia, ( ignoring Soviet activity ·in Singapore) and
the Communist ,P a?=tf of Malaya describing British imperialism as the main
of the Malayap peopa~~- . .

is with
British
further
quoted
enemy

This argument about ·third world countries which are an exception is a major
one for ·assessing the correctness ·of the Zimbabwe campaign. For example at other
times subsequently Redfern pointed to a passage. in the Beijing pamphlet on the
Three Worlds Theory on page 56:
"Although Britain, France, West: Qermany, Japan etc. have been striving to maintain their control and carry on their exploitation of , many third worlds countries
by political, economic and other means under new circumstance~ and in- new forms
on the whole they no longer con's titute the main force dominatin~ and oppressin~
these· countries".
Redfern alleged that this passage means that there are some third world countries
which have a second world imperialist power as their main enemy and that we had
made an error of rightism in ignoring· this.
. ..
The . fact that a minority of third world countr.i,es tmve a second ·w orld power
as their ·main enemy is true, and countries such . asMalaya and . Zimbabwe are
probabiy ' examples. Such countries however are an . e~c.eption . to the general situat~on ~~d up i~ the three w~~l~s ~~ry. To a substanti.al degree; ~-h~ Zimbabwe
campalgn _was dellberately pusn¥d r-as an exception to.the three ·worlds theory.

:•:

•. = •

As for the charge that we had made a rightist error of ignoring : such
exceptions to the general pattern, the Manifesto states
"In particular the Revolutionary Conununist League will oppose all acts of
British imperialis~ exploitation and oppression of other peoples and nations
such as . those of Ireland Southern Africa".
o
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. ·':fhe ·record of our propaganda on these questions is certainly not that we
. ignored them although we should have . grasped the more fimly and to that degree
there was a rightist error.
.·. '· ·

.
ll •

I

.:: How~ver . there was .an . conect understaJlding in the RCL that by the • 70's
British imperi~iisin m~inly (:<.)I}~irh.1~s its -exploitation : of the oppressed peoples
and nations by , indirect . neo·- .c ol?n,ial means rathe,r .' than ' by direct"colonial means.
Also that British .,expl0itation ·. is increasingly::a part of the general ; imperialist exploitation
in, ..whlph it
is bot'h 1 in contention and collusion with
many other imperialisms, rather than consisting- of .c ases · -in which many .countries
specifically ~ • .
have British · imperialism as thei'r main exploiter.
It was for this reason that we have at times tried t ·o do the difficult job of
educatiig the . workin&_ _,c~ass on .t he justice · o~ t~e third :world countries demands
· for a new interr1pti9nal . ~~onomic order •. TJ:iiS work; is not as dramatic as a camp
aign of solidarity with 'a liberation war · out:·'i't is no les's an obligation of
proletarian internationalism and in the c6hcretecircumstances that 'face us it
:will
become. even .more
'important.'
"··.' ...
J ;.
..
. . ..
. .

;,

:As for Redferri • s c'harge that ~e· had not paid attention to · exceptions we should
·not ·apologise for first having tried to grasp the three worlds . :theocy ··from the
point . of view of the international prolet~~iat. As the Beijing · pamphlet said:
·.

··
"When we 'look at a question, we must . f!rst grasp. i_ts essence and its main
asi)eet cinci' see: the actual .results as shown by .the , general ·balance sheet". (pSO)
and .. i'We ' can:: hardly form cor~ct . J.y.qgements · on . irit.E!i:national phenomena and
make a 'correot.• cU.,fferentiation 'o f . the politi,c~l fore~~' Pf the world if we adopt
an Jc;Ieallstic ·or inetaphydcal approach and . mak.~ abstrac't, isolated observations
instead of proceeding f .rom the international class struggle as a . whole and making
a concret,a analysis of concrete cases at a given time-, in a given pl;;u::e and
under givEin c6hclitions", . ~p5a) ,:. ,
,
·
In retrospect we can see .t hat the l,ine of ·the Zimbabwe · campaign as it later
unfolded violated this approach quite . drastically. :
. ·
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He then went on to launch two .surpriee attacks, one on the Manifesto and
·the other · on CS, all the more · undemocratic in view c>f his insistence in
"St'rengthen the League Connnittee Syste~" that cC . memb~rs should not .make "surprise
.
attacks"
. .on . the PC.. He arbitrartly
asserted that seclion ir of the ' .·Manifesto
'
..
'
.
"effectively hands over leadership to the bourgeoisier• : and , quote~: highly select.....:.,·, ·: ivelY from ·page 6 ignoring passages specifically committing us .to. combatting
.,,,;'<.':, British imperialism, in. ·such. a manner · as .to imply we ignored the i~parialist
·..
nature of Britain: · Redtem read out paragraph Bll· as: if it . was a con~ession of
sin, and,r with the bravado of a petty-bourgeois .revolutionary, .declared emphatically "No- the main fact is Britain is an imperialist power:"

: :!:
,l

;

. ·:· At this Poittt ..; in ·his speech Redfern : stated emphatically.. that "the main
aspect of :BrftSin is that it is an imPeTialist power.
secondary aspect is
. that . it is opJ?ressed · and· ·exploited by the superpowers".
'

~; J

- •, •t "'

To return to Redfern• s major unwritten lead a-t ; - ~C~~- he had prop~ced a
pat:Tage of economic statistics·. ignoring the Sovi~t Un,i 9n .Mld had emp}latically
.. argu~d that the :main enemy of Malaya was . British ,imperialism. This case had
· been !·:~ro~~ht ·:~o his attention by a discussion wit)l ll.; rr -:s~pporter ,of ..the Connnunist
·· p~r.t~ iof Mal:aya ' and he was . right that we hadn • t considered it bef o~e •1 What is
perhaps al:sQ ·st:gn.ificant is .tQat Redfern never bothered to do anything about
Mifaya subsequently: ·the main practical purpo$~ .of his arguments ·was 'solely to
increase his prestige as ·a thoroughgoing revolutionary and .by an~iogy to prepare
the grouri ~· for the · Zimbabwe campaign.
-,,
·
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· · CC 'cdes were · hot prepared for such an onslaught and did not have copies of
· , ):~ Manifestd .t~ ·hand to refute these arbitray attacks point by point. When the
present chairman with perfectionist correctness merely indicated to. Redfern
.
after .·nis s'peech that paragraph Bl2 should be read in conjunction with para., ·' :· . [!;r.a:Ph Till, 'R.edfern Wa.ved with his pencil to indicate that the order of the para.... ·:· · graphs was the de cisive point and ·dismissed the matter. Because of the rigid and
·mechanical pdlicy· of the ·united face · of · the · PC the , present chairman .who had
r r '·'
. bee:n on leave froin September to January artd had not taken part in . discussions on
·.the
' leadi~g
core was linable to draw these :passages
to;:: the cc• s attention.
-..:J~ ·:
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. Even more serio'usly ;Redfern ··had roundly claimed .in his . 'sP.eeeh that .''Section
D do~:sn' t once mentioii prolet~adarf ' internatdlonalism:" This was not even strictly
t :rue...
can be seen :in paragraph Bl4 but the important fact is that no CC comrade
was either prepared di permitted to point out that an attempt had been oonsciously
made to declare the essence of . proletarian internationalism in the first. point
of clause AS in the section "Fundamental Communist Princi~les"· . right at the
beginning of the Manifesto as a whole: further that what-ever shortfalls we may
come to
decide there are in section ~the intention was firmly to write it
on the basis of "the common interests of the entire proletarian · independently of
all nationality" .and particularly to pay attention to the · British prolet~rint~~
contribution to t~~ overall c&urse.
: 'j
'•
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Having launched his surprise attack on our -programmatic document (approved
only 1 six months :before), Redfern launch2d his surprise attack on CS for which
the editor had been completely unprepared -except by the SC minute that . there had
been a rightist tendeccy in propaganda. Redfern rolled out the statistics -again.
On the basis of notes that are not quite clear we know him to have claimed that
since the Congress out of 15 articles on (the Class Struggle internationally ?)
only two were on British imperialism abroad. He added that there wer~ · two articles
on southern Africa which ·hadn't even mentioned British imperialism. For Redfern
the matter1:was : open ~.~d .shut. He ·saw. no need for the ·sort of detailed ~nvestiga
tion done earlier in this document, whic}'l looks at the weaknesses concretely and
in context. He never proposed it before or after CC3 and his splittism· and disruption delayed it till long after he had go~e.
·
·
Redfern moved towards the end of his speech by saying "if we persist'\n this
error any longer it mUst become social chaUvirii!m and . not just a right opportunist
blemish". This statemeht was factualiy true but · although it can't be faulted
. ,, factually it magnifies the seriousness . of the error by sugg.e sttn·g ·our powers of
· · self-eriti!lism and self-correction might suddenly· become paralysed, We would
indeed become a revisionist organization if we stopped practisi!ig self-criticism
but it .was not the habit of .the RCL consciously to persist in errors once it had
become .aware of them, Indeed it was Redfern's approach at CC3 that severly damaged
conscientious pract,.ce •f self criticism and the carefui and scientific ··sumning
up·of errors and correcting their r9ots. In this it continued and exacer~~te1~
certain incorrect ultra-left idealist aspects which we had imported from 'the gang
of four of "hunting down" errors with ultra left and idealist z.eal~·... : ·
In rep~y to· this major surprise attack several! CC comrades said there was
some one-sidedness in Redfern's SPeech of under estimating the. importance of the
struggle against the two superpowers, particularly Soviet soeial imperialism.
Nevertheies:s ·comrades were not in a position to refute the specific charges and
some of the mud stuck along with the ·correct .points, No occasion was proposed
for studying the charges systematically and :collectively. They therefor~ · remained
as · splittist poison in comrades' minds •
• •
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The CS editor in, a difficult situatiori felt obliged in his first contribution
to, s~y "We . have ·. been suffering from an error of ' social chauvinism", · '(.Jhi~h in
fact . went beyond. what Redfern claimed. Why? Partly be~ause of an uit-ra-· left
:L~mphasis in our past on be~ng·b?~d in . ~elf-criticism, whi~h · ~n so~ cir~U1nstances
ft.s necessary to emphasise, but 1.n others can create a domt.no -effect by ·which a
dogmatic dis'tortion can go through many comrades.
.
... . ~n his second contribution t~e CS ' 'edito't :spOke · again to. make a self-criticism
for subject~vism for. speaking irritably . as he recalled. it in response to Redfern's
une~pec.ted. criticisms. This was typical of an ultra ie!t pei:fectionist ·and idealist. approach to self cd:ticism that affected almost every comrad_e at one stage
or another in the fight ~th the anti-League faction, including :the present
~
. cha~rma~.- When confronted w~th Redfern' s arrogant attacks t .he first thing comrade~
W()U~q •40,~WaS ~0 think what . was wrong wj.th themselV~So If .they were ·SO subjective ~
as :tO t:~l .any. ai)noyance the. very n~JCt .thing they would do' was make a · seif-crtic
criticism for subjectivism.· (This unreal situation' severet'y distorted our inner
party life and coupled with over-centralism created conditions whereby the vast
majority of good comrades- too good comradesl- were
vulnerable to a tiny

.
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minorityof comrades who had turned into >p,ilreerists because of their individualism
and ult.r a-left dogmatist political platf6rltr~ :In this there are close similarities with
,,the experience of the ..Communi~t,
:garty of.. phina)~
--~ ..:..
·
.
.
.
.
~-

Having made his incorrect· self-:-c'riti~is.m~ the 'cs':: editor however made the most
' coherent political statement at C~ in reply · ,1;.9 \\ed:fern':; . dogmatic .attack. He argued
"T-~ principal que:~tion · is ~he '. H~~ation -of t.ll~ , :~lio ~\.tperpqwers. ·:tet within that
' international united · front . the cUiss t struggle . continues.;· This is better . than ~aying
t~a~ : ~he·, ii:!lpe.rialist nature::.o;LrBrit~ih ' is the principal aspect and its oppressed
nature is the secondary aspEi!bt~ ,:~· ·FOI,.lr error is · that)*ithin : the internatib1:1al --united
fron~ . we have :not strogg~ed,,:~rm~.t~h. ~&af~st, our very '· vaciliating ertei:ny". . . . .
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In replying to the : di~t;:u,$s.iond f{e,df.~rn t bla,ndly- said he ··thought there· was something
.~t,~:L :be · said \for thfs' p~irit <ian_q·.)b)€bal;s<;i ~· rn.ade self ·:.c rit:icisms -for one-sidedness and a
tendency td ''left-opport'uni'~m; .B..e1:1£ern : as ~ a left,: ,;opportunist si..ipe~revolutionary made
,. · - ~~,lf c~itic sms·; a."s ·e:~~u.~p~~:~;~~~~Slt-ini? ~B~s. ~ nos~;~,,: ~1f;_·i~ functameri·t~l~Y. a deeply
} ?!2J:l_O rtunistmethod of wor~, -t~ln.,gh-:r;t.n :£;9._ct, :·)?l(St5u?J;.~ :·~enu1ne ~elf cr1t1c-1sms and we must
'-:Ie'
a,.;r,
.':t:h to · treat
it : with,-deti~t9u -. and GOI).t,~_mpt •. .)3y;_ , ~- . , pel:iurictory self,..criticism Redfern
r-.:;.·..;
•
•
· ·--iLl.'
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•
•.~.,succeeded 1n. mak1ng a. sho\-7 o~~ - ~.~e}un,g ; Y~HY:;:.:m~if~~~~le ~u"c~ of :~he ·left o-ppor-t un-1 st
,mud he had m1xed up w1th tqe :~9.0t;~ec.,t ,po1:t;ltS \;:lrn, 'h~s open1ng . ~p.eech had stuck•
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\olhy so much on . this .itemi·lfa6her::t:han - on •t)l.e decision t o start''the Zimbabwe
campaign ? Because the ·~ s~tious f~ct is that the ·decision ' t6 '-start the Zimbabwe camc~mpai~ tak:e,~- -~~,inrt;;~~:f~tl~'~1u*'t~~ '~l)is, went _through with. yery .1 i t ,t le . s·u bstant i'\l'e
.. d1scuss1on ctes'Pt,te the fact tha~ _) ,t was an extremely rru:h cal . de parture from ' all our
. ' ].Jrev~ous pt~p:t,i~'es •. ;~.}~'; ,~'~)·hard t:q · ·e~cap~ the. ;c::.pnc;:,tp~~on that comrades w~re : influenced
by the opportunt s t lihe' that '~lh:'act1ce 1s Prlilla:ry~" 1n the document "Bu1ld the League
') , to Build: the : Party"_ approved earlier iri the -~~g:si&nt;: btit· 'even more by the item just
discussed . on. ~ ·Proletarian ·lhtei:nationalism"~ '1'liittl":a}.f"-'E!W self-c'riticisms and in the
d>P~rit ot' '(e®nC>illa.tion cr~~te;d )Jy them Redfertt :had 'sticcee\:le'tl iil"'effecting a
S\1PS:tant,:i-a:1 shift .in the cent;te of gravity of our politic~f line/
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Redfern had ~-~e~ a $~Ir~es ·Rf p:~tic,isms which·, were~ n<?t only
onesi~ed ··i!p the~eJves "Qut _. had obstruc~ed,, a ser}o1,1s ~(j; · ~cientific sel~:::\C:rit'icism. Yet
'f ·' "' ' •lo l".~,
~·
~
~
1n. th~ a}>,s en?E:! o:f :fl · acieJ;lt;J..fic self c~1.-tic,~{l¥1 t~e;r~- Js. an inevitable ti=!n<l~nc:Y");to·
operate ~.oh t:he bas·~s of guHt. As<the tni}'lkj..pg goe?,.· since we are CommunJsts : in an
im~ri.~ilst; cou'nttY we must 'bend OV€+/b:ac_kw~rd~~-~'*.J.~r tq under-estim_at~~ :~~ ,; $ignifi
.. can'\?e}:i~, -~~~ stru'~gl~ of a people · oplj'D~s~~~A\~' J)r:~6iir 'own JJ¥Perialist · li>Q\ll;'B~o:t~J~. If we
'' l can•~t: ' get.. the estimate quite right i~ " ~ s sa_fet' ·'-t~ qver.;.~s~imate the;;<s[igni.f:i9fH1Ce of
the ·• Struggle
- SO the thinking
goes''
• . C:€rt'ainly
.SOCial Chauvinist .ten<:lel'lC;i.•eSi\,
~i thin
"
•
·
•
.· ,
•
,
....
-·j •
an "l.JilWr1al1st coWiltry are a ser10us pr~blem wh1ch we must always ·be \l'lgi'larit ' about
i9: our own ranks, ,n·ever-th~less this ty~. ;of . thi,nk'ing; rends up. iri' prl.ct:i.ee,; al~ays tending
')~()::,overestimate the significance of . Sti'JlsBl~.~ p:_ga,ins_t your':()~ 'bour~ac:Fi~'t'i:i:_'_the ;I)enalJ:· ~~~s ~-re so· great in terms of guilt for ..UJl~er.~~timatihg therifi::fi'ii.~'>~~lwa:ys~: s'a fer to
ovet;.,!a,St~tnate, with the ._ e'ffect that e:ve~y deiOOcr,atic di~cusst'brl'4 tJ-'hf> i>'W t'op's f~ed ~, _This
. is ~??re, ot,~e:r t.han the ' left-7ppport'unist · line applied_., t'qj:: tlf~"''~_-·_t~triatioiiat·:~,i~t1atio~u d
that ~ i;t is · s.a~e;:.J:o be ''left''' than to be . right. And in,p. .situc:iti,.on in whic:b R~"lferrl" 11
la1ip.bl1 ('' attatks,'frankly it 'WaS safer tO .be "1eft'1 .than ifght,as events in· t-heY·rest
of ..J9.
18 i.shd-i.r~d:. We could not . seek ·truth frbi:n facfs ·on the cc, or PC. or in the
-· -- •. .r ..• f ..
. ~ ·~
,o;r:~ani;z~~.~~n as a whole.
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· ·MINUTES OF CC3
.
. , ,. i
·;: ,, .
·
··
Not only was no written lead: t:iiveh1 t<J CC3 ~on .the impqr,tant .' criticisnisi idiscussed
~ ~.abov·~ . ~·L1t ,,n<'r-1}\otion wa_s explicitly put to the vdt.~.•. 'Thi ~. ·gave still fu~ther power to
,. Redfent who' wa.s: •the minute taker. · . These min\.tte;s arEi.' 'another important chapter in
the stliW '\Jiih' Jimportant political implicati_ohs'. T}1e ·ffirnutes read:
.

. .. ' . ' ~ i ;::·

..!

::~

:"1, •.

''3.7.1 Ptlole tarian Internationalism
' ., :·
. X.• ·
· 3.7.1.1 Agteed th<:tt there ' ~as , 9een a rightist tehc{eri'cy:' in practice' ' ~pd· pr~paganda
to neglect o~~ proletarian · i~t.~rn:~tionalist duty, to· rehder the 'fullest· possible support
to those: third ;,w.o rld 'people :and _c~o~ntries e~ploited and oppres:s ed''bY :Britfsh: i~perialism.
I f not . correc·tedi
this tehcte-ricy will become~ · a ponsotidated' social .;..chauvinism~ -, ~ · ·
,..

'·
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3. 7.l..ff\s~~d t.~t: .ma'in a~pects of Britain is that it is itself "ail itn~tj.'all'st
Its aspect of being itself subject to superpower aggress1;on; control and
threat is secondary.
3,7~1.3 Asr~ed th~t lead by Acting Sec. was o.a~-sided and tended to neft' opportunIS'mfor fatli.ng , t'c;) consider this question in the light ·Of the, inte-mational ounited
front against superpower hegeroonism. Selfcriticism by Acting Sec; for tbis error. :.

't!OU!'l"try,

articleJ~';I;..

3. 7.1. 4. ' Agreed that in fut;ure it is imperative that CS carrie$ reguiar'
exposing and. critiCising BritiSh im.periali-sin abroadv". ·· .·
:· · ·

· ·:.

; ·, '·~:

The main substance of
the first minute was correct in thit. there had been a
rightist tendency not to struggle hard enough against British im~rialism interna- ..
tionally .in our propaganda. The point .' about practice is incorrect and the weakness,es
r~re are basically to do with our dogmatic rigidity about mass work.
· . .
, '.' ·
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Th~ stat.e meqt · about ntuu'e st possible" is 'left!' opportunist idealism ·which is ~-~·

'there 'to souri'd. good. We can decide to increase or SJ.1,bstantially increase .a commitment
but f~iniutas '·· ·a:tiolit 'nfullest possible~' . inevitably imply an oQligation to . do something
to the. point :virtually of physical exhaustion even i.f. it throws other wdrk into ·
disorder. Th~l:e was indeed definitely an · element of throwing the rest of our work
into disorder in the Zimbabwe campaign as if unfolded in i978 ~
··
.

-~ --~

.

~: \

The serttence about " a consclidated social chauvinsim" was .out: of all proportion
to the situati~,n _; there had been no resistance· at all to the1correct aspects of the
crtttcisms, and/tended to create a climate ·Of alarm and fervour•' It also prepared the
p~ll.tical climate to justify the splittist attacks Redfetn was s .o on tO m~e.
.! '
F;inally it must be said that although the first minute does not ' necessarily st.at~
as much, it tends to suggest trat proletarian internationalism should,. be defined;_:·;
primarily
.terms · of the dutY of a proletariat in an oppressor cotinttY to support .. ,
those particular peopl·e · oppressed by its own imperialist bourgeoisie, · This is inde·e !d
. ~ important duty of.r.PF.c ;>letarian internationalism in the era of imperialism but it is
·: by no means the' Sl;lrqj.t<rital .o f p1;oletar~an internationalism, which is a :question ·Of.•,:}.
being suided by _the overall interests,of the entire · international working class,i and
also, in the era of i.mp~'.tialism, of tbe oppressed peoples and nations. T~ fact >that
the minute ope\ir the door to a one-sided distortion of proletarian internationalism
is . ~iriked. with ;_ the fact. ~~.at Redf~rn qe~ortunist\call;t~&aVE; ;a. major lead on this ·
subJect w1thout attempung. to def1R~ 0Qfiaf'~l!l. e.rff9- dt'eectttfhn suggested t.ere ran
on through 1978. .
. . .
' '' :,· ' !

in

•

• ••

, _ ••t

.The · sec.ond ~inute · is opportunist ~nd is an attack on too, (hre·~ ·worlds theory. In
essence ,it is a two worlds theory that a's far as we must be COncE{rned tQe primary
diyisio,n ' in the world is between oppressor and oppressed natiot:IS, This minute more
concis~ly th~~- anything else sums up 't he 1'left'1-opportunist lirte on the .inte;rnational .
situatiqn which held sway in the RCL in 1978 .throughout the Zimbabwe .campaign.
: ( ..
. It was opportunist of Redfern as minutes secreUiry t ·o attempt to write this
formula into the decisions of the CC although it had no.t been formally considered
and vote:d' on. lt was even more opportW1ist of him to .Write this,- in view .of the fact -·, .
that he had said in his reply to the debate that there was some merit in looking at...,.
the question in terms of the need to increase our struggle against British imperialism
in the context of building the broadest possible inte-rn.ational united front against
hegemonism. He .eve.n deceptively said in. a ;splittist .·polemical aocument of 2,3,. 78 · ·~~
circulated in the PC, "I agree with the po~nt made at the CC that looking at this · ' ·. ·
problein from ~he , point of view of. wnat is . tne main aspect of British imperialism· is •··
not very hel rful, ··and that we shouid instei'!od see Briti~h imperialism internationally
as an e na nv that we struggle against in t~ course of struggle against . superpower
hegemonism, This is consistent with the view that the .. seeond ·.woild count~1es ' ~an · · ·
'be united with! ." • Typically Redfern never 'repeated this reniar:k. lat~r. or _did anything,
to facilitate serious discussion of this point. How true the saying that' you can never ~-:
.catch an oppo:rtunist wit.l.. · a fotiliula•'r
·
· ··
· ' _;:t
., "t .'·' '·
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Meanwhile he had a~tempted ana succeeded in writing into CC minutes a formula
that had not been . systematically discussed on the cc. It_ is typical of the.opportunist
superficiality on tM PC at the ' time and its -dogmatic readiness to suppqrt ultra left
positions and wave aside the need for any further discussion that the PC approved and
endorsed Redfern's .attempt. At the following PC the chairtnan protested at the minutes
and managed to force a vote but. only on the question of aC;curacy not ·of content. The
voting was 4:1 in favour of statiilg that· the opportunist formula .was CC policy. With
a guilty conscience Rf"dfern brazened it out by getting inserted in the PC minutes
"The political line of thE CC minute is correct and it is in conformity--with the
Manifestog but no formal vote was taken on this issue 11 •
How came the tide should low so strongly on the PC in support of an opportunist
decision like this that the chairman was at best able to force a vote only on accuracy
and not on content ? One answer is that ''Build the League to Build .the Party" had
just been passed with Redfem' s opportunist line that "Practice is primary and you
don 1 t have to think about the line you are practising so long as you·, do 1 t with
revolutionary haste and fervuur" 1 With this sortofapproach, serious . thought about
our lines was stigmatized as introspection iJ:l Party-building ~ a deeply opportunist
position, which neve:ft:heless has~-plausibil-ity because we had ln fact made perfectionist errors in overstressing discipline and ideological correctness.
The other reason was that the "leftist" train of thinking was running strongly on
the PC. It
would have been impossible at that time for any rightist formula to have
been inserted into the minutes as an authentic record of CC views as easily as this
formula was.
The overwhelming majority of PC comrades considered the formula to be
self-evidently correctandthe question of whether it had been arrived at in a
principled way of quite secpndary importande. Indeed they considered that to deny
· this£'ormula was . in itself -a sign of ideological weakness towards :British imperialism.
:But is~ the formula correct? The answer depends on from what point of view you are
talking. "The main aspect of Britain' is that it is itself. an.impe.rialist country.
Its aspect of being itself subject to superpower aggression 9 control and threat is
secondary." The "main aspect" from what point of view? "Sscondary11 from what point
of view?

')

The statement smacks of a number of dogmatic, pretentious~ pseudo~dialectical
statements produced by Redfem at this time, particularly in the document, ":Build the
League to :Build the Party" ("Internal J3olshevization is -principal over mass work in
the movement generally." "In the spirit -of having contempt for difficulties we must
grasp firmly that cadres are the principal aspect of this contradiction." - "principal"
... from what point·of view?)
Actually this similarity to other pompous statements
gives the clue to Redfem'sown approach. His point of view was one. of dogmatic
pretentiousness: a statement was useful to him only to· the exten_t that it enabled him
to strike a pose in order to impress~ intimidate or bully less confident and more
·· honest comrades. Like the gang of four he was quite • pragmatic about which concepts
he·found it convenient to seize on and brandish as holy dogma • .From such a _point of
·view the statement opportunistically recoixled as CC policy was strong :inagic. J3y its
own definition it was very d:i,fficult for 'anybody 'to disagree with it without themselves
being f,ruil ty of 11 social chauvinism". This would eX-plain why the :chairman's attempt
to get_the formula proerly debated should have been'so firmly squashed. This statement _serv§:ld Redfern 1 s _"leftli opportunist pragmatism well.
From the point ,of view of horiest revolutionary practice, however, the statement
shows a complete divorce of theory from practice. As a pair of sentences in isolation
they cannot be disagreed with, although they could be more concrete about exploitation
and oppression. But the Manifesto is already clear that :Britain is one of the -most
reactionary of the second world imperialist power~ - so whyrep~at the,point in a
new fonn so dogmatically and in isolation from other crocial,concepts?: In isolation
they cannot be disagreed with; but that is the point~ we cannot takesentences in
isolation and build a policy on them alone. We have to' take all propositions in the
context of .the real world, one in which for example the people'nnd countries of the
third world are rising, and the two superpowers, especially the Soviet Union are preparing for a now world war.
Taken in isolation, in the opportunist way they were presented, these sentences

..
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:inevitably imply th:jJ; , we -: sh()uJ,.d .mainly $ee ip.ternatioiJ.al af:fair.s aa di vic1ed into
. · ~ w9rlds: l?~}w"(en :oppressor .and oppressed· nati~ms; -· and th?-t .the main -thru.s.t ·of
:our·: in;te:r;nat.i.onal ·:9overagf? . shoulcl 'Qe to expose ,;Britain as'' an. Dppressor n.at-ion.
· .It is ,inev:i,. tably p,ontrazy to '~ the thr~e wqrlds strategy. It implies that instead
of ,'fi~ding:,al.l sorts., of way~ ·., tR·: lea(.l __.p~ople to press that_ Brit[jl.in: joins the
third world in the oro<3,dest possible united--front against i<lile ' hegemonism and
war polic:i_es - ~f>the two superpo~ers 7 the main thrust ~- qf,o\U' international ·"cover-age should he to .show ·th~t :Sri tain _is an ~Y of the third· wo:tld and is in the
· ~ame .ea.mp .of-.!imemies · of the th:i,.:t:d yto;rld as thlf -US and ·the Soviet Union. rn··
other words' by dot;matically attempting to substitute an isolated two-sentence
dogma for the whole analysis of the strategic situation summed up in the three
., worlds theory, the posi tidn was· in fact making it niore difficult internationally
to expose the most danger6tis eriemy of the inte:rnational wmrking class;, the)loviet
Union. ' 'Arid ·. this was done with great "leftist'''· tevo:).utionary 'pretensions H:i)he
. name cif proletarian internat;tdnalism •• !
Who says now- that it is safer to'o~
it left"· than to be right 7 if such a bias within a reiTo;lutionary organizat:ion ''6an
cont:ri bute to making us 'so . vulnerable to Sl!-~h .opp6rtuni:$rn? . .
.; . '
.

~

.

'

.
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As in the CC item
on the Zimbabwe c:·.mpaign therewas again :).ittle discus. ' sion at the ' 1i'ebruary PC ·7, when the first PC policy'resolution on zimbal:J.we was
adopted. · As well as the ideological factors leading·to this that have:alre8:dy
· been noted, it nmst also be said thc:d this resolution~ drafted by :Red.fern with
a deceptive show of all-sidedness does appear to put the Zimbavwean 'struggle in
the context of the three worlds theory. It reads: :
"We salute the heroic struggle of the people of Zimbabwe, led by ZANtJ' -~d the
Patriotic Front, against British and US imperialism and -:!;heir puppet-:·sm,ith,
·we are convinced that the armed struggle of the Zimbabwean people will soon
be victorious and will ' thus shake even further the edifi9e' o.f British imperial. ism. This victocy wiil be
inspiration and a spur to the further development
of the struggle of the people of the whole of southern Africa against British
r; and US impe:dalism. ·· '
We are also confident that the people of Zimbabwe will~ while expelling the
British anc US impeTialists by the front door, 6"tlard against Soviet socialimperialism enterine by the back door • .
We fully s,:q.pport . the i: revolutionary dual tactics of ZANU and the Patriotic
Front in waging struggle both, by armed struggle and peaceful negotiations,
.whilst having no illusions that liberation can be gained peacefully •
. y.le condemn the farce o-f the 'internal settlement' as a desperate attempt by
the .Britis};l and .U$ imperialists t9 pro~anG theirrulE), We dondemn the activities of any c trai~ors wl;lo go over to the side of imperialism or social-imperialism."

an

Although this resolution at times re9.ds more like a sol.:i,.cla:tity message than
a resolution . t,JUiding our policy 9 it appears to be fairly strong. Above. all. ~t
attempts to integrate the particular situation· 9f Zimbabwe anc'). of ourselves with
the overall strategy of the three worlds. ·The :to:rniuiA. "British a..nd US imperialism"
which is used four times~ combines particularly exposing the role of British.
imperialism with targeting · 9:rie o'f the superpowers.
·
·
·
·
\-~

The references to "soviet social-imperialism could hc:we. been stronger and
spelt out <its strategic goalff in southern Afr:l.ca in it's .rl'(alr,y with US imperialism. They should also have speit ' out what stand· we' should take on this in our
propaganda and'not spoken 'only of what the Zimb1;i.bwei:m · people.should do about. it.
However at the time the resolution wa~ moved it was reasonable·to assume that
these references
would have given adequate oppo:rtuni ties for hitting 'the So;viet
. Union in the context . of Zimbabwe •
. A political weakness of the resolution was its definition of Smith as a
''puppet"., .Although Muzorewa was a ·puppet, Smith was not a puppet but an ·agent,
who had more of an independent power base of his own in theMhite racist colonialists, and had been both in contention and collusi.on with British imperialism for
many years. The :political effect of calling him a puppet is to portray .British
imperialism as more powerful than it is. 'The implicati,o:p.~is :'that-·:ffrii;ish

--
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imperialism is typically: ,capable of~_ stil:.L oppressing in a direct colonialist
way as in the 1950 1 s, Tnst~ad of having b~n forced in general to attempt to
exploit and oppress by:· indirect ne.o•colonial means.
I t is quite true .thd't . British imperialism ,a cq'\liesced and colluded in UDI and
in many ways encouraged the white colonialist·~?· But on the other hand :Sri tish
·imperialism has also tried to orb~ze a neo-colonial settlement, correctly
calculating that this would be more stable. Smith repeatedly frustrated these
attempts in a very lively manner for a puppet! The . metaphysical t· .pe of analysis
that presented Smith as a puppet excluded shades of grey. This . iine could produce vivid agitational material denouncing :British imperialism, but .it inevitably
miseducated workers and revolutionary people to see the balan·e of forces in the
world as i£: they were such a s existed twenty years ago prior to the developmen,t
of the line up of forces summed up in the E:,rreat strategic theory of the three
worlds.

Another weakness of the resolution isin saying that the armed struggle of
the Zimbabwean people will "soon 11 be. victorious. This clearly refers to the
struggle against British imperialism and its _agents, and blinds people to the
f a ct th<O.t the struggle; for genuine libera tion will come under severe tests from
the two superpowers, particularly the Soviet Union. It too is metaphysical~
Like describing Smith as a -puppet, this approach paints too simple a revolutionary picture. While this is effective in mobilising people to support an important liberation struggle, it opporttmistically miseducates them about the overall
truth of the situation ' and can hardly be called principled.
However there was little discussion about the resolutiqn .and no discussion
of these poin.ts.
Astonishingly in retrospect, this item of policy on Zimbabwe was taken at
quite a different point in the PC agenda -from discussion of the Zimbabwe campaign. As a result the campaign was discuss~dwithout clear reference to our
policies and analysis of the situation in Zimbabwe. In introducing the item on
th3 campaign Redfern merely gave two general reason for it:1. "Imbuing the working class .with the spirit of proletarian internationalism."
2. "The particular importance of the struggle in Zimbabwe. 11
In the light of later events this presentation can be seen to illustrate Redfern's
tendency to take Zimbabwe out of the context of the three worlds situation and to
imply that proletarian internationalism wa s somehow separate from implementing
the .t hree worlds stra tegy.
During the item on the campaign the present chairman specifically said he felt
he too should support the decision to have a Zimbabwe campaign: having been on
leave for four months he felt out of touch with the situation in the League and
con's idered he should be guided by the comrades wpo ha d been carrying on the work
at the centre . It must therefore be r e corded thc'lt all leading comrades supported
the Zimbabwe campaign. The cha irman's sta tement was probably unnecessa ry and
probably over-e stimated the extent to which Redfern'·.wa s in t ·ouch with the si tuatiori and he himself was out of touch. By yielding to the moral pressure to
support the Zimbabwe campaigil regardless of objective .circumst<mces, he contributed to the dogmatist atmosphere that later made it difficult to discuss the
campaign democratica lly, and which Redfern tri ed to use in his bid to cau s e a
split.
The f a ct that Redfern's a ll-sidedness in the r e s olution drafted on Zi mbabwe
was feigned, soon became apparent in a very sharp form. In the course of another
item he declared that British j,mperialism is the main enemy of the people of
Zimbabwe. The chairman corrected him and pointed out that the resolution passed
earlier in the session had not s aid that.
Redfern flew into a fi erce r a ge and imsted tha t it did. The chairman rule d
it did not and stre s sed the importance of collective de cisions not being viola t e d
a rbitra ril y a t the whim of an individua l. Redf e rn, unable to -~·find a clea r
statement in the resolution confirming his claim, made an incre dible atta ck on
the democratic-centralist principle of t e~ing a collective de cision after colle ctive debate by arrogantly clai ming that the resolution should be interpreted

'
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as stating that British. imperialism is the main enemy of the people of Zimbabwe,
"because I said it in my introduction!"
The chairman persisted in rulimg. that we did not have a resolution 'stating
that British imperialism was the main enemy of the Zimb~bwe people and 't hat
any motion to this effect would have to be moved separately and deb~ted on its
merits before being collectively voted on.
·
Redfern then made ari unprecedented charge in the history of the CC that the
chairman was being dishonest. Thist in the first meeting at which the . chairman
had r~turned from· leave. to fUll membership was a clear indication of the extent
to which Redfern was prepared to go to force a split and his political rUthlessness to anyone who dared to stand up to his individualism.
PD's r 0sponse was also instructive fo;r the future and indicative of the balance of forces on.the PC. He merely said with studied neutrality~ "That is a
serious charge, a charge which should not be made lightly" 7 thereby implying
that we should take the charge seriously and focus _on the question of the
honesty of th~ chairman rather than on ~pholding the orderly and principled
co::t.leciive leadership of the PC. No o~her comrade denounced the gross sectarian.. ism of Redfem and th~hairman out of perfectionist and idea list selflessness
·did not demand it be withdrawn then and there. He concentrated on insisting that
collectivedecisions should notbe arbitrarily interpreted according to the whim
of incividuals, and won the point in a modified form by proposing that the question of organizirig a further resolution be referred to the new standing cbnuilittee.
This was accepted as the only way out.
The standing committee in turn accepted that there had to be a serious debate
. at the next PC on a motion on who was tl;le main enemy of the Z;i.mbabwea.n people.
· This was a .Major victory against the highly opportunist practice which Redfern
had introdu-.ed of deoidinc;<tuestions on the ·basis of the immediate impressions of
a majority, quite contrary to our previous custom in the RCL. The practice was
. an attack on democratic centralism and wa s not democratic at all. It was insep. arably connected with Redfern 1 s 'left" opportunist and dogmatist line~
The fact tha:t a serious debate was held at all at the March PC was itself a
major victory against opportunism. But the actual content of the debate - who
is the main enemy of the Zimbabwean people - was not an ideal one for ~xposing
Redfern's left opportunist t endencies on Zimbabwe. However it was ne cessary to
c;o into this question thoroughly in orde r to show how unprincipled it was of
Redfern to claim the right to pronounce on our collective policy on the basis of
his individua l whim and ·"because I s ai d it in my introduction"•
THE MA.RCH 1 97 8 PC
Prior to ·the meeting the chairman circulated a paper ar§;uing that the resolu. tion passed in Februa ry was adequate for us to get on with Zimbabwe work and that
we should not adopt a formula on who is the main enemy of the people of Zimbabwe.
He affirmed 1. that in propaganda work on Zimbabwe we must pay special attention
to hitting British imperialism hard~ and 2. that it 'i s correct to say that British
imperialism gets the largest part of the exploitation of the people of Zimbabwe.
However '.' neither of these points automatically means that British imperialism is
'the main enemy of the people of Zimbabwe'."
The paper went on: "We must be ready to look at the question from its main
different aspect~;~. The people of Zimbabwe have a number of different: enemies.
Some are more immediate than others, and some are more dangerous than others.
In order of obviousness the enemies of the people of Zimbabwe are~
1. the racist colonialists,
2·. British imperialism,
3. US impe.riali sm 7

4.

Soviet-social-imperialism~

But in order of dangerousness to the people of Zimbabwe the list is almost exactly
the reverse of this! . Therefore we should be prudent before deciding a formula
on what is the "main" enemy of the Zimbabwean people."
The spirit of these arguments ·- that the re should be all round considerationwas correct. However it di~ot go far enough. It inevitably . a ccepted that the

•
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terms in which we present propaganda to British workers should depend primarily on
what the actual sittiation was in Zimbab~e . Import~t as it ~s to study this , such
a view.is ~ong. 'J:lhe .primary consideration_in how to present Zimbabwe ·to British
workers should be based 0 n: the significance of Zimbabwe within the whole international situation. Failing to do this fails to educate British workers in the all
round spirit of proletarian internationalism on· the· overall interests of the inte·rnational working class and the oppressed peoples and nations , and instead chops the
question up into isolated caqes .
.

'{

...

This is no:t tp:dellf that the question of who is the main enemy of the people of
Zimbabwe should b~. . taken seriou~ly . It should . But there· is an even·~ import- .
· ant question that should influence our selection and reporting of all particular
international struggles - who is the main enemy of the people of the w0rld.
The chairman ' s paper. continued by saying: "We should get on with Zimbabwe work,
and the res.alti.tion .tha:t·, was passed is quite adequate as a general orientation to let
us do so. v~gqrously~ . 'imt to be. clear-cut - if we' were to· attempt a · .statement on who
is the ~:maln eneiny" of the Zimbabwean people, for rrry money it should be: "the two
superpowers, with the Sovi'et ·Union the more dangerous" . · That was the case in Angola ,
and in the long run it is very likely to turn out to be the case in Zimbabwe and
Azania."
.
The argume.nt that the February resolution was adequaie for guiding our propaganda
and agitation was a correct one but not a reason far refusing to take.a collective
stand on who is the mai,n .ertemy of the people of Zimbabwe. The latter part of the
chairman's argument confused se'V'eral questions: "who is the immediate main enemy
of the Zimbabwean people?", and "who is the long term main enemy of•the Zimbabwean
. people?" .And it confused both of these with who is the main enemy of the people a£
the world. In general we should define the main enemy as the one the revolutionary
forces are fighting at any particular time .
f

Redfern had replied with a document provocatively entitled "The People are the
Real Heroes, Not the Bourgeoisie !." , which was an all round .s ec.tarian and spli ttist
attack on the chainnan. In the. section on Zimbabwe he . sweep~ngly : repl-!-ed to the
point about llllgola, "It's absurd to say that Portugese . colorii<:!-lism ·was ·not the main
enemy of the people of Angola and Mozambique ••• (the chairman)'];X)urs intellectualist
·scorn on the heroic fighters against Portugese imperialism."
··
.
.
·•
.
.
Objectively attacking the three worlds theory he dogmatically and metaphysically
stated, '~Bri ti"sh imperialism has no historically progressive role to play in the
wa.rld todey." ·
After striking a pose in order to . intimidate 'by quoting an impressive array of
sele'cted economic statistics, he then attacked the democratic spirit .of seeking
truth £ram facts in a democratic discussion with this sort of mixture of splittist
lies and '.' left" opportunist blackmai~ :
·
" the levity \dth which (th~ chairman) is willing to jettison the special responsibility of · British commqnists to fight against British imperialist exploitation
and' oppression of .the oppressed nations is an .errcro:( social ..chauvinism." (The
·chairman '.s) "line that we should not take a decision · on this is in practice not
. to say British imperialism is ·the main enemy of Zimb~bwe when in fact it is . It
is ·therefore throwing overboard proletarian inte:ination~lism."
The atmosphere set·for.the debate at the March PC therefore was not one in which
-the PC in a 'spirit of proletarian democracy could see~ . t~th from facts and consider
the question in an all-round way. In addition to al). ·-#lE~ se .points so . f~ reported ,
at the first meeting of the new Standing Committee h~ld tii .February, Reidt'em had
furiously denounced i the chairman for 11mOI,lStruous and -disgusting SOCial-Chauvinism" ,
had walked out of: the ~eeting and had refused . ;to return. This too was unprecedented
in the history of the RCL . Although ~~dfern subsequently completely withdrew his
criticism the whole, incidel.lt was ?- W(3.miilg to comrades about how detennined and
ferocious he was prepared to be agatilst-~· anithing he- could label as social chauvinism.
There was no problem of t>ver-centi·alism ·threatening democratic debate ambng the ·five
comrades attending the March PC (the Standing ' Connnittee had speci·f ically been excluded from having a united face to the PC). It was ultra-left dogmatism and sectarianism that destroyed the possibility of a· situation in which comrades could have a
democratic and all sided discussion on
(cont.)
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. Reafern · presented the following three :pq..rt. dl:-9-ft rpini,l.te t~ the }?C~ · It, yas
·subsequently approved unamended by majori,ty yqte · and it became · tbe. justi_fication
fo;r the "left" opportunist line on Zimbabwe_£ _· ··: ' ·
·
·

1. British imperialism, although declining;rapiclly 9 .:i:.sS:;ill the main enemy of
the people of Zimbabwe. Its mlitary apcJ. poll tical ability to maintain ~ ts
. control is very weak. US imperialism is l)'o th contending and colluding with
B:d:tish imperialism ·in southern Africa ruid may well 'qui.ckiy· become the · main
enerrzy-' in that area. Whilst struggling to . 'e xpel the . Brt tish an:d: US wolves
through the front door, the . people of Zimbabwe inust prev~nt the · soviet tiger
_entering by the back door.
11

· 2. The recently. announced 1 in:ternal settlement 1 in Zimbabwe is an attempt to
engineer a neo.:colonial settlement and ' set up a black_puppet gov~rnment.sub·servient to the interests of British and US imperiatiSm~ . Only the Patriotic
Front truly represents the people . of Zimbabwe." . V.le demand that the British
government recognises the Patriotic Front as the sole lesral represent~tive of
the Zimbabwean people and hand~ver political and military control to the
Patriotic Front.
.

·3·

'

Slogans for the current stage of the struggle in _Zimbabw-eg
1
• · r .
· 1. British imperialism out of Zimbabwe£
.
2 •. Only the Patriotic Front represents Z.iJilbabwe1
,,. · 3. Powe r · to the Patriotic Front! "
·
. The struggle at the PC focus sed only on the first

. :.

:{i
i

~

·· -:.

part~-

;,

-.;•

which was an error.

The chairman had moved two amendments to paragraph 1. The first was ·to change
"main enemy" :in line one to ~'main exploiter"; but ·also to insert after the first
sentence, "To teach the British working class concre-tely about proletari•a n internationalism, we must. put particular emphasis in propaganda and agitational work
about Zimbabwe on ·opposing :B'r l. tish imperialism.'~ The second was to delete the
.• ·.: phrase in line f'Our about us imperialism, "and may well quickly become the main
' en'Einzy ·in that a~ea 11 9 substituting instead 9 "and potent:i,ally is much stronger than
British imperialism". At the end of tho paragraph he moved the following: "Although
from the point of view of the next 5 or 10 years US and Soviet social-imperialism
are the main enemie.s of the p~ople of Zimbabwe, with Soviet so9ial-imperialism
by far the more dangerous, at pres'ent we will not adopt a specific formula on the
11
main enemy of the people o.f · Zimhabwe 11 but use. ,,formulas as in PC minute 7.1, which
are in conformity with Zli.NU' s owri formula that 11 .the immediate enemy is imperialism
represented. ?:n,1Zimbabwe by British and American economic intere_s ts"."
In speaking to the motionRedfern's main logical argument . was that "we in general
decide who is the main enemy - on .the basis of exploitation. 11 · In essence this position was a v e ry simplistic and ·mechanical one. · By building on the fact that comra des
did not conte st that British imperialism -was the main exploiter of the people of
Zimbabwe he sought to imply in a crude way ·that it should q;utomatically be named
as the main enemy. (This argilment appears to have w~ighed most ·_heavily with PTI
'· who said in his contribution that . "we should state British imperialism is the
main eneJUY primarily because of the . econou!ic . facts"~)
·
In his ·contribution Redferil ·aiso pre-sented the. . arbitrarily illogical argument
that Britain should be namel(l as the rnain enemy of the . ];>eciple of Zimbabwe because
it was very weak: "It is precisely because the British imperiEi:list·s a re . the
weake st link~the chain that (the Zi:rhbabwe.an people) have to ·break'', he saicl.
Such sloppy use· of self-contradictory' unthoug:O.t-out.• arirnnent.i'f ·by :a iea'd ing comr ade is a basic sign of opportunism~
. . ,_· ·
·
. More c eni;ral to his main political line_, Re._d:(~rn'>"argue<;l . tl;iat "British imperia list exploita tion in the \'lorld is probably sec.o nd '· on1y to ·t:hat of the superpowe rs.
It is essential therefore tha t we strike har~J aga1rist ·British impe rialism. as the
main enemy of the Zimbabwean people. ~- 'rhis arglline'n t reveals how Redfern was
attac~ing the three worlds theory. .instead . <;)f}ry~ng to increase ·our struggle
against British impe rialism within the context of ' the three worlds theory, he
was trying to find an example whe re Brita in wa s the main enemy - an exception
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to ~he general pattern - and focus our main attention internationally on that
exception.
His contribution v.ras laced with blaclanail c,.nd spli ttist statements which
were not only attacks on the ·chairman but attacks on the possibility of the
committee as a whole taking a democratic and·all-sided decisio"n. He arbitrarily
charged that for the chairman "to want not to say British imperialism is the
main enemy without investigation is an error of social-chauvinism~ (Implicitly
a threat to all othe-r .com;tades too.) · Even more arbitrarily he flaunted spli ttist
suspicions by declaring, "I.think (the . chairman) wants to let British imperialism
off the hook", and even compared him to Khrushchev: · "similarly to Khrushchev he
thinks the rivalry between the ~imperialist powers has been consuminated".
.
Another comrade moved an alternative amendment to replace the first sentence
of the motion with a statement that "British and US imperialism are still the
main enemy of the peo-ple of Zimbabwe 11 • (It should be said that this comrade
prior
to
CC3 had on the then Standing Committee made criticisms of the
one-sidedness of Redfern's approach in criticising the League's rightist weak•
nesses in combating British imperiailsm.) This amendment would have had the
merit of the February resolution of combining strong blows against British .
imperialism with blows against at least one of the superpowers. B.y exten?ion
.it would then have permitted us to open up more in the future about the extremely important strategic question of superpower rivalry in southern Africa. In
moving the amendment this comrade welcomed the approach to the struggle but
argued that 'Red fern 1 s figures were not conclusive and that it was likely that
US imperialism had already dispaced British imperialism as the main ~f.pl9ite.;r.:_
of Zimbabwe. Perhaps inev.i tably however, the. contribution was notUkf~¥.l.lJ~-'b'!ve
counterweight to Redfern's dogmatic and arbitrary left opportunism.
All amendments were defeated by majority vote and the resolution was
.approved with four votes to one abstention, as subsequently circulated to all
comrades. Since it provided the justification for Redfern's left opportunist
distortion · of the Zimbabwe campaign it requires closer attention than the
biassed discussion at PC 8 gave it.
The third sentence of the first paragraph is deceptive. The .image used by
the Chinese propagandists at that time about wolves and tigers was a vivid
image. However Redfernused it here as a clever substitute for a serious consideration of the ·policy we should adopt towards social-imperialism's schemes
for dominating southern Af~ica. The phrase blandly says, "the people of
Zimbabwe must prevent the Soviet tib~r entering by the back~oor", and thereby
.neatly sidesteps any statement about what we should tell our section of the
internati,onal working class about the sche;s of our most dangerous international
enemy.
The second paragraph was not struggled over at all. In retrospect the overwhelming stress given on upholding the unity of the Patriotic Front must be
seen as a weakness. While we should certainly support the Zimbabwean people
as a whole and should in general uphold the Patriotic Front so long as this is
the wish of the.genuine liberation fighters, practice has shown that it is
extremely difficult to write anything in CS which effectively exposes the
threat from Soviet social-imperialism ifwe uphold the unity of the Patriotic
Front in a fetishistic and dogmatic way. Certainly we ~~t to expose how British imperialism has often tried to split the Patriotic Front but it is also
necessary to show how :Soviet imperialism is infiltrating the Patriotic Front
for i.ts . ··own purposes with the aim of hijacking the liberation struggle.
Redfern however, made a dogmatic fetish of the unity of the Patriotic Front.
In fact in his introduction to the resolution he gave as one of his arguments,
"We must not exacerbate the contradictions in the Patriotic Front by naming
the US and the Soviet Union as the main enemy of the people of Zimbabwe."
So by having a dogmatic position about the Patriotic Front he attempted to
restrict our ability to expose what is the long term most dangerous enemy of
the Zimbabwean people.

..
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The third section of the resolution on slogans was however where the PC
. was collectively most negligent in not discussing the resolution clo~ely •
...These !3lbgans did nothing to integrate our work on Zimbabwe with longer term
...education 'on the three worlds theory. ·· They are; bluntly, a~ worlds line!
. L~te~. 'in the ~e~ting Redfem scored a further success in arbitrarily attacking and chopping up our all round understanding of the international ' situation
by o~c~ again, as· at the February PC; succeeding in separating the discussion
on ·political line from the Zimbabwe campaign itself: the campaign was discussed
several hours later on the agenda. (Part of Redfern's businesslike classific• ation .of subjects into organization and· politics! ) This separation of theory and
practice enabled Redfern to ensure that the line implemented.in the Zimbabwe
.. campaign in f'act moved even further .from the overall strategic concept of the
three·· worlds and towards -a: two jtloplds orientation •
. . .·Th~s· ip opening •on the. campaign i tern itself he particularly em_Phasized that
it is "essential we point out .the·comrnon class enemy of the British working class
ancfthe Zimbabwean ~ people" - _B ri-tish bnperi.alism.
.
. . .
In. summing up Redfem said with a deceptive show of broad-nti.ndeQ.n~ss, "I feel
there is a danger . of seeing proletarian .internationalism as only supporting
·struggles again,e.t :Briti,sh im:pe-ria~ism. For example struggling for Britain to
be independent from -the $oviet Union is part o~ proletarian internationalism" .
Ho"Wever he ·wen.t .on, {to say, . "But in my view the kernel of proletarian interpa.tionalism is supporting the nations . oppres-sed.' by your own imperialism" . And
~his was the'kerne1' of Re~fern's position on -proletarian internationalism, and
how.he distort~d the Zimbabwe campaign into a weapon against the theocy of the
three worlds by so overstressing a passage from Lenin that he had torn out of
context as dogamtically and opportunistically as Lin Biao brandished isolated
quotes of Mao Zedong.
. . :t ..

In the name of proletarian internationalism he attacked pro'letarian internationalism. By seizing one important aspect of it and exalting this above all
others in a metaphysical, "left" opportunist, self-righteously "revolutionary"
waY, he att~cked out duty to educate the working class on the interests of the
~ntire international working class .
This left opportunist line was a more
deqeptive, treacherous and effective attack on the true spirit of proletarian
inte~ationalism than any frontal attack could have beenl Is it really
safer to be ·"left" than to be right? Should we not guard against both "left"
and right opportunism?
·
Democratic discussion in the spirit -of seeking truth from facts had been
damaged on the PC by left opportunist dogmatism and sectarianism• However after
this the over-ce~tralist distortions in our system of democr~tic-centralism
substantially weakenrl the possibilities for more all-sided consideration of the
PC. line by comrades at other levels . Because of the polk:y of the united face of
the PC to the CC , -no minority views on the question were recorded in the PC min· utes for the reference of CC comrades • . Another very important factor .was that
·-no -CC meeting was called between January and June at which ·the issue might have
·been ventilated. The fact that the details of the development of our political
·line on Zimbabwe is so much a question of the positions -taken by five .individuals is an illustration of the over-centralism in the RCL·at :this time.
All these were factors which .greatly :helped Redfern's left opportunist dog- matist line on Zimbabwe rapidly to est~blish itself in the RCL. · His overwhelm. ing ·stress on British imperialism · soon became apparent in practice; and any allsidedness in the PC policy resolutions was swept : ~Awi1y in .what cwas to be the main
focus of : our international work·for at -least the .neit: .six months •

.
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Coverage '.:i..n · CS in the First Half of 1978 ·

The .last issue of CS with the old policy en British imperialism occurred
in February. It had a page long article reporting Patriotic Front war successes
against the . racist forces · with only patchy exposure of :British and US imperialist economic control. ·
The March .issue showed a significant change with 1i militant pages devoted
to Zimbabwe. The . propaganda article exposed British..and US imperialism on the
internal settlement in accordance with the ge1,1erally correct line of the PC
resolution of Fepruary.

.

.

The April issue la~ched the Zimbabwe campaign proper with a·double spread
that followed. the PG line as amended in March • .This key issue devoted its blows
overwhelming~ at ·Brltish imperialism, t~us setting the tone for the campaign.
This was true also of .the chairman's article written under the.watchful eye of
Redfern. In the centre spread there were only two references to US imperialism,
only one to the superpowers, and no specific reference at all to ·the most
dangerous eriemy of the ' international working class and oppressed peoples and
nations, the Soviet Union. This was despite the fact that the two-page feature
announced that one of the purposes of the campaign was "to develop the spirit
of working class internationalism" .
The May issue showed . th.~ same picture. Again · there was no mention of Soviet
social-imperialism or of super-power rivalry in the two pages again devoted to
Zimbabwe. While these articles were certainly valuable in redressing the
weakness of giving insufficient · attention to .British imperialism in southern
Africa, they had gone so overwhelmingly-. in the other direction that the main
. emphasis of CS's international coverage had become British imperialism. Thus
the main thrust of the paper nationally was against the :British monopoly capitalist class, while the main thrust of the·paper internationally had become
against the British imperialist class (the · same class in·its two different
aspects). This was certainly a very militant line from the point of view of
the :British \1orkirig class, but where did· the interests of the intema tional
working class,
of
nationality, figure in this orientation?
.
.independent
.
..
.

The June ·issue of CS.showed .signe.of the CS editorial committee struggling to
use what iQ.itiative they could to put international coverage in the context of
our overall :. line of supporting the three worlds st~tegy • . While Redfem had
arroglmt.l,y ;. and . arbitrarily forbidden -the .editor to . edit his left opportunist
article on · ~aire (see discussion document on. Zaire), the E?ditorial committee
had put it in the context of a larger article entitled "Superpowers Struggle
to :Dominate Africa". Originally this large article had been specifically
planned by the comrades of the editorial committee to put the Zimbabwe campaign
in context·, but when Redfem' s Zaire article appeared, they changed plans and
used the large article to place the Zaire article in a more all sided context.
Almost certainly a correct initiative in the circymstances but it unavoidably
delayed the process of integrating the Zimbabwe campaign into our ·three worlds
orientation. A whole page in that June issue was-devoted to Zimbabwe, includ.irig advertising Redfem' s speaking tour. In this page British imperialism was
exci~~ively the only.imperiaiism attacked.
Zimbabwe Pamphlet
The June CS advertised a new RCL pamphlet entitled "Zimbabwe - The Struggle
Against British Imperialism" . This pamphlet was produced by honest comrades
' on the London .DC. They had already raised a number of important and correct
criticisms of organizational apects of the .Zimbabwe campaign. Despite this
and continuing reservations, they and other comrades in London had acted
energetically to try to fulfill the a £atAe o&e:l<¥f.e campaign. In ·factr; ...significant
amount of the hard work of the campa~gn/was ~orn by these comrades, not by
Redfern. Perhaps because they had already raised a number of important criticisms · and were concentrating on contralist discipline, and because, like the
chairman in the April issue of CS, they .were being watched closely by Redfern,
this pamphlet illustrates strikingly the strengths and weaknesses of the political line of the Zimbabwe campaign and the extent to which Redfern had sue-

.,
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ceeded in imposing his ' l'eftist deviatioh' .. on 'Our international work.
·The ·twelve-side pamphlet was produced at the comrades' own initiative.
Selling at only 5 p a copy, it was useful for comrades in al'l J)arts of ·the
country. It was a strong agi tational weapon effectLvely arou,sing hatre.d against
British imperialism with many lively concrete factff... It' is lucidly wntten;
the .different ~ections ·hang together and successfully end up by foc~ssing the
reader's attention on the importence of supporting the campqign. These are
significant strengths which were valuable then and which we will want to use
even more in the future.
The political line however followed the Marah PC resolution. It is directed
overwhelmignly against British imperialism, while US imperialism is presented
in a secondary light (even though the "Anglo.;.Alrierican Initiative" was fundamentally an American initiative). With hindsight what is far worse is that Soviet
social-i.niperialism got .o nly one :passing sentence in 12 pages:
"Waiting in the wings is the other superpower - · the Soviet Union, on a world
scale the most dangerous enemy of the world's peoples."
Then the text returns without a ·further thought to its theme of hitting British
imperialism.
With hindsight 'it is possible to see the opportunism of this line. If the
Soviet Union really i.s the m6st dangerous enemy of the worlds people, why does
.· it get only one sent~nce in a twelve page pamphlet? Why with out limited
resources was th~ main focus of our international work being directed .so exciusiv.e ly against British imperialism that we ended up with the most dangerous
enemy of the international working class getting only a passing sentence? And
it is a passing sentence: the effect o'f the qualifying phrase, "on a world
scal.e" is to imply that while this is true on a world scale, as .far a.s Zimbabwe
~s concerned we can ignore it and get on with the more revolutionary work of
.combating British imperialism.
The comrades who wrote this were not opportunists - far from it - but there
was opportunism involved in this line for which the responsibility must be laid'
at Redfern's door, but which none of us was suf;ficiently Vigilant about. With
hindsight we c~ see that this opportunist line was all the more deceptive and
· dangerous through having a "left" revolutionary appearance. .It must also be
said that the comrades .were obliged to write within the limits of the PC line
.. and that the tactical problems of exposing social-imperialism on Zimbabwe are
substantial. But this illustrates again the left-opportunist·way Redfern set
out to use the whole Zimbabwe campaign to attack the three worlds strategy,
and just how low our vigilance was against this left opportunist line in practice, despite all the criticisms we had studied in our heads refuting the ultraleft stand of the Po.rty of Labour of Albania.
The pamphlet frankly ignores the three worlds theory ( and thereby objectively played into Redfern's desire to attack the theory). There is no conception
or hint in it that as a result of the victories of peoples' struggles, the
second world countries such as . Britain, could be brought to a more progressive
position against the superpowers. Certainly it is important to hit British
imperialism hard, but the lesson given by the pamphlet is that its class nature
means that it . is always and under all circumstances to be ranked as the enemy
in international class struggle. This is metaphysical
and ultra-leftist.
.
.
A rec1;1.rring theme in the pamphlet are references to "the world .wide system
of Imper,ialism" and "the world-wide system . of exploitation- Imperi~lism" •
.. There were perhaps some tactical remons for this: a simplification in order to
get across a fundamental point about imper1alism in what .was an agitational
pamplet. Possibly also a cautious attempt to broaden out beyond the strict
limits of targeting only British imperialism. Nevertheless theoretically it is
wrong and minimises the importance of one of the fundamental contradictions in
the world which plays a major part in the three worlds theory - that is, the
: coptradiction between different imperialisms. Without understanding this
fundamental contradiction it is impossible to grasp. why the two superpowers
are in deadly rivalry nnd why the lesser impe:ialist powers of the second world,
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although still imperialist, have significantly different interests from the
first world. ; Emphasis on the world system of imperialism by contrast tends to
educate people to think that imperialism is. p:z::imarily one. ·monolithic system of
exploitation and oppression (an impression re-inforced by ·strangely giving imperialism and i~perialists ·a capita1 "I" throughout the pamphlet - perhaps not
accidentally). · Such a bit of agitation and propaganda ~ends to educate workers
to think in terms of a broad internationa~united front against imperialism
rather than to understand that what is everi more crUcial at present is the
broadest possible· international united front · against the hegemonism of the tw~
superpowers • . It is in fact no exaggeration to say. that the left opportunist
line on the Zimbabwe c~paign was implicitly one of putting ~he. main emphasis
on building an international united front against imperialism, an ultra-left
position.
On page 4 it states:

One other more specific point about this pamphlet•

"~was :now clearly committed to the principles of Marxism-Leninism. Mao Tsetung Thought'"

.

.

.

ZANU is a heroic liberation movement with deep roots among _the masses, and
clearly a significant number of leading comrades ·have read parts of Mao. Nevertheless it is not a vanguard Markist•Leninist Party, ·nor does it. have a vanguard
Marxfst-Leninist Party operating within ·it. In fact it muddles up .the role of
a vanguard party and a.mass movement ' in a way ·that causes.it a number of problems. On another vital practical question there is considerable confusion in
ZANU about the stage of the revolution and a tendency to call what must be a
national democratic stage a ' socialist 'stage.·
The point is not to say we should-tell. ZANU how to run their struggle: only
the Zimbabwean people are able through.. many cycles of trial and error to integrate the general truths of Marxism_Leninism with the concrete prac~ice of the
revolution. The point is that there was a certain tendency among· our comrades,
which Redfern fanned and exploited, to over-es.timate just how politically strong
ZANU is and to put it on a pedestal. This too was metaphysical.
This metaphysical.distortion was the other side of .the coin to the rather
metaphysical handling of British imperialism. The Zimbabwe campaign as a result
came across very vividly in a stark black.and .vhite manner: ZANu versus British
imperialism • .. There is a lot that is correct in this and .which we should uphold,
but.the metaphysical .tendency to over-simplify in very stark black and white
terms. cannot be said to be correct• While in the short term: .it presents a
strong ,political line that comrades and supporters can identify quickly,and
support strongly and enthusiastically, it does not educate people to uncterstand
in. a more . all-round way some of the complexities of the situation and the
contradictions involved. It would make it difficult for them·to understand at
an'othe·r time why we support the broadest possible international united front
agaiilst · hegemonism, and. why in due course the Soviet .Vnion is going· to have some
short term success in penetrating not only ZAPU but also ZANU. Such a metaphysical distortion in brief has an element of opportunism in it: for the sake of
short term advantage in rousing people's feelings, we' ~orifice some of ·the
longer term interest of educating them in a more all round way about the ~ter
nati.o nal situation. From this longer term view it has to be said. that to some
degree the Zimbabwe campaign opportunistically · ~-educated comrades and supporters.
Counter Attack on Political Line
At the May PC when the chaim.an h2.d_· criticised the fact .that the article in
the May CS erl;ti tled "Divisive Plots are Met by Bullets": ().ad not specifically
named US imperialism, Redfer.n has arbitrarily .interrupted him and claimed that
this was "the line of the CC". No CC had met since Janua.r:Y and this statement
illustrated how arrogantly Redfern was prepared to abuse the name of the CC
and distort its position. However by June conditions had matured for a limited
counter attack against Redfern'' s left opportuiu.st distortions of our international line.
In this counter attack: tactics. played a necessary but also a regrettable
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part. The .chairman.who _had tried· most eitrenuously '· at the March PC to re~ist
Redfern 1 s .·attempts to switch our. emphasis· internationally over.rhelmingly:.-to
opposing British imperialism, had been in a minority of one in the amendment
he had moved on the "main enemy"J on_ the content o:f "Whe'formula about the main
enemy probably correctly so, but in t~e s;pirit of vigila.nce.against ]ledfem 1 s
leftist one-sided.ness, not~ : subsequent months had shown the. correctness of
this vigilance, and the extent to whi.ch Redfern was prepared. to ·distort our
international line, Nevertheless very careful consideration of ~he position
moved . in· the counte~fi~tR8!(7~Baalo.id being isola'ted again . . This was all. the more
so because Redfern 1 s wild sectarian statements had be.conie openly splittist. The
sttuation was increasingly confusing and serious and it was ·even more n~essary
to think carefully tactically in order to unite ~cimrades round a correct-position.
The chairman circulated a paper called "Integrate the Zimbabwe Solidarity
· · Campaign with the Struggle Against the Two Superpowers" • This made ,.sharp and
correct criticisms of Redfern 1 s opportunism in the text, Ho~ever 'it proposed a
motion for voting on that did no more than change the slogans of the Zimbabwe
c~:Paign from ones directed exciusively against British imperialism and proposed
amending the description of Smith as a puppet to an "agent" of Bri t.i~h and US
.. imperialism. In other words the. motion liberally failed to call on comrades
to support correct principles and instead appeared almost a matter of detail.
·. At the June session of·the PC Redfern actually explicitly stated (although
with ·a ·deceptive tone of objectivity) "I think there is some.evidenc'l:l that in
our present situation it is b,etter to be ·'left' than to be right." (TJ'le clearest
an underlying theme ever came out,) However despite this lop-sided, dogmatic
and ~pportunist ~pproach to political line, when it came to the motion of the
Zimbabwe slogans, he was funda.mentally unable to resist the proposal to amend
them. Thinking discretion the better part of valour, he therefore restricted
himself to trying to refute some of the chairman's criticisms~~" and actually
·supporteq ·the new slogan's in'"an .amended form.
Two points.he made were particularly revealing. He stressed "I think the
yardstick of an internationalist qampaign is whether it opposes British imperialism and helps revolution·in Britain". This reveals that under .the leftist
super-revolutionary disguise, the essence of Redfern's view of proletarian
. ~nternationalism was not.how much an action served the interests of the·international working class, but . how much it served the interests of the workers
in·Britain. · In his self-seeking way·he had' produced an impressive ultra-left
d.istorti~n of proletarian internationali~m that was ~ social chauvinist that
the previo~s erros of the RCL that he had seized on for his own purposes.
Therefore in·his contribution Redfern tried to belittle a. point in the
.. chairman's criticism that its was a serious disadvantage that in our Zimbabwe
solidarity campaign the two superpowers, the main enemy .of the international
working cl•ass, were not being directly hit.
·
Redfern ·also stressed, ."We must be very careful td. uphold the unity of the
Patriotic Front". This illustrates he was ·making a dogcm. out of this generally
correct ·principle, a da_gma.which he used to block effective exposure :Of the
manouevres of Soviet ..social-imperialism; '
·
The one Significant' amendment to the ~hai:rman I S motion WaS to. COmbine his
proposed two slogans ("US Keep Outl" "S.U,Keep Out!") into one slogan of "Superpowers keep out of Zimbabwe-1 11· • This- .was done .. on .the grounds of not having too
· ~y slogans. ffowever it'inevitably had the. effect of reducing the sharpness
with which we were to highlight the Soviet threat to· the liberation struggle
of t~e · people of Zimbabwe.
. .
·
· ·
In amended form.the new slogans to replace the old ones were then passed
unanimously :
.
· ·
· . ·. "British Imperialism· Out of Z-imbabwe!'-'
' Hand Over Power to the Patriotic Front!'
Down with the Anglo-American Plot!
Superpowers Keep out of Zimbabwe!"
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Lulled by Redfern's show of unity in voting for these proposals and relying
too much on the spirit of unity being deepened by debat~, the chairman then
proposed .for the sa.lce of .·unity and to a\10j,d disruption. to the work of the
cam~aign, also minuting __that:
.. · : .
..
"The present propaga.nd9- is generally corre,ct and should be used, but future
propaganda should be iD. oonfo::L'IIJ.i ty w.i tli the above slogans . Tbe campaign
up to now has been generally correct .but we must take into account the danger
ftoo the superpowers . 11
This pro'posa1 ·was a liberal opportunist error in the ho~c of peace and
friendship at· a time of a developiilg split . It was incorporated in the collective minute. PC comrades themselves were quite aware 9f ·the conrrCjidictions
·involved.: The great harm of the addition to the minute lay in glossing over
the politica1 importance of the change of slogans for cor::ll:ades outside the PC .
Just .' as seriously, by not making a serious· collective self-criticism, the PC
disrupted the democratic link betw.e en the. mass of comrades and the leadership ,
~d ~ailed tci educate them ·seriously ~bout·questions of political line.
An attempt ·was made at . the.;September PC to rectify this dmission with a
statement .called "Concrete P4idance to Rank and File Comraqes on the Two Line
.struggle" . This says: "The PC made an error of liberalism in not directing
comrade's a ttent.ion to the need to study the changed slogans on the Zimbabwe
campaign. " However _the statement continued to make errors of liberalism,
although in a reduced. form; It called on primary units to study and discuss
the . revise.d. slogans .on the Zimbabwe campaign and said:
.
'This resolution illustrates concretely some of the problems of- ~pplying the
theory of the three worlds and upholding proletarian internationalism tha.t
leading comrades have been struggling about for some months • As an exceptional measure we are hereby informing comrades that this particular
resolution was passed unanimously on the PC in order to illustrate the fact
-that if two line struggle is carried out correctly it ,is not one between
'individuals but one in which correct ideas and Marxism bccome.increasingly
strengthened in the course of struggle with incorrect ~d objectively
opportunist and revisionist ideas .'.'
.
.

..

But this was still liberal: what it didn't say was what the errors were in
the previous slogans and how·serious they were . · Accordingly,it made · the call
for comrades to study the political issues · a bland .and to some extent a
formalistic one .
· ·
This failUre played into the hands of Redfern who was soon to claii)l that
'discussion of political line had been suppressed in the League and_that although
he had .been'suspended from office for calling the chai~ a t~aitor to the
working class, .comrades had n:ot been informed of the politi'cal 'groUnds on which
. he had based.the slander.
·
. Liberalism is a fo:i:'lll of opportunism. While it is right sometimes to reserve
secondary questions. in the interests of overall unity, liberalism is a corrosive
that · destroys unity. One reason for the PC's liberalism was that it feared a
split. Comrades on the PC had become hardened to Redfern ' s ve~bal bullying but
the danger of a split was now becoming real . The situation was made more
difficult by the sympathy and support PD had given Redfern and concern about
the harm PD's defection would do for the unity of former comrades of the CFB
and CUA. It is '_ right to seek unity and to seek it sincerely, but it _was wrong
· to be intimidated from dealing with · serious matter~ $eriously out of fear of
a split.
·
· ·
Coverage in CS . in the Second Half of 1978
....
In view of the weak political lead given in changing the slogans of the
Zimbabwe campaign it was inevitable that progress in correcting the orientation of the campaign, wa s slow.
·· · This played into the hands of the faction. Indeed as .late as 3rd September,
PD gave instructions to the print cell .leader to reprint the Zimbabwe pamphlet
with the only c}:langes being the slogans . This appr<:>ach treated the. change in
. slogans' purely organizationally. (Subsequently some chanBJ3s were made to the
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text of the second edition.)

··.·

In CS any attempts to redress the orientation were in any case blown. off
course in the July issue by the news stories about the possibility :or British
~perialism launching an ~rmed intervention . into Zimbabwe similar i~ the French
paratroop operation in Zaire. · There was plenty of ~vidence at the time that
the British gove:rnemeri.t was actively . investigating contingency p),ans for ·this.
In these circumstances it was certainly very necessary and. our duty .to . warn of
the danger of this and to expose the imperialist motives behind such plans .
An article carried on · the front .. pnge correctly did this, which was good• However it. went beyond this arid stated '1-The British government is . preparing a
dir~ct military invasion of Zimbabwe . " An armed interV-ention, and ~me of a
very disruptive and unscrupulous . kind, yes; a direct invaSion, ; no. This did
not · seek tru~h from facts and was an opportunist argument . For. the sake of
getting an important · poll tical point across very vividly' it' sacrificed the
long texm objective of educating comrades in a more all•rourid way abo~t the
j.mperiald.st·nature of Britain and the po~ition it takes within the three worlds.
The t~th. is tpat the time has long passed in which British imperialism was
strong enough to· wage a colonial war against a nation of eight million people
in ,normal circumstances . Although a British armed intervention was possible
at that time to swing the balance of power in favour of some neo-coionial reg~e
direct invasion was impossible . This was·an opportunist distortion of the
truth designed to scare comrades into more feverish revolutian~ry activity•
It was deeply manipulative and whatever sho:t!t-term gains we~ achieved in terms
of adtivity by comrades, they are more than lost later in confusion and
cynic~sm in their .loss of confidence :in a principled leadership. ·: ''

a

On ~ts inside pages, the July issue reported on the Zimbabwe speaking tour
carried out by Redfern. This contained one rather formal and general reference
to Soviet social-imperialism, which was however an advance& .
·
During this tour Redfern made one point that illustrated his manipulative and
' opportunist attitude to truth. In one meeting he claimed that when British
imperialism loses its investments in southern Africa as a result of the liberation wars, "it would not last six months" . When challenged about this afterwards he dismissed the point as a permissible bit of rhetoric. But he was being
dishonest . Although British investments in southern Africa are very substantial
(of the order of £3-5,000 million) and are a strong economic base for~ British
imperialist oppressive and manipulative policy in the area, their.·loss will
certainly not lead to the collapse of British imperialism. The capitalist class
is used to the phenomena of periodically having to write off large sums of old
capital that for . economic reasons are no longer preductive . It accepts the
inefficiencies in its own system which in terms of lost production by the
unemployed alone, each year waste a comparable sum to. the total UK ·investment
in southern Africa. Redfern's demagog~c argument was a bit of Trotskyite manipulation, opportunism of an ul:tra-left form trying to screw an extra ouncE(of
revolutionary fervour out of us by telling us lies . What a contrast to the
unwavering revolutionary spirit of the proletariat that we must strive to
develop.
·
·
·
In the A~st issue of• CS 1,. pages were devoted. to Zimbabwe .without any
reference t .o the superpowers, even the United States, and unlike the previous
iss~e without even a mention of the new slogans. · A formula referred to how
aid to the Zimbabwean struggle would help to weaken "our common ·enemy", whiah
was de·f ined ·as British imperialism. ~
In September CS went fortnightly with the first issue devoting a page to
Zimbabwe including half a page by the CC' calling for an extra effort to raise
· the sum of money"-·ra:I:>"tne ;Iandrover· by --neo-embe-:rr·2nd·•:--This statement contained
a paragraph on the ·superpowers.
·
The late September issue carried hal=-f a page including a .very necessary article
exposing British sanctiO:f!S busting.
Reviewing the situation since June we can
see that the CS editorial committee had restored to a large measure its emphasis
on hitting Soviet social-imperialism internationally by means Of articles on
other themes. Nevertheless as far as .Zimbabwe was concern~d, in the six months
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up to the end of September. so much r.1ili tancy had been ·devoted to e:)CJlosing
British imperialism that ,. oi:lt of ail the pages involved there were about only
· tw~ paragraphs · sp~cificai~.X exposing the superpowers' aims in Zimbabwe • .
In the two October issues there was greater attention to integrating expofl~· of .'!JS impli:lrialism with exposure of Briti~h: il;llperialism: on Zimbabwe( The

•early Noveiiber issue which> celebrated the success of the landrover fund, ·. carried
a strong sta:tement from Mugabe specifically educating about the role of US
imperialism~ : making points ~.b.ich at that time we would still have been : unable
to put in our own wo:r'ds because of the arbitrariness .of the factio$ a tta cks.
.

~

.

'The late November :issue' conta ined no a rticle directly oriZimbabwe but carried

one exposing British imperialism 1 s r elated manouevres in Zambia •.

~ariy.December

issue .carried •! page of announcement-s about !he Zimbabwe
1l page s in the mid December. issue on
the natio~al meeting celebrating the sending of the landrove r '. The passages
repor.:t~d in the cha irman's speech we r e the first explicit sta tement ca rried in
CS since tho beginning of the campiHgn tha t the Zimba bwean struggl e •must be
seen in the context of the three world s theory• This is an • illustra tion of how
far Redfern'~ ultra-left line had tried to- p~ay up Zimbabwe as an exception
to. the three' worlds theory.
.
The

campaign."~ This was · coUn.terbalanced by

The en~ of year' issu.e of CS cO'nta:ined a st:rong 1~ page :article reviewing the
struggle in Zimbabwe iri 197$ .Bn!l'. wa rning a gainst the superpowers moving in.
This a.rticle a dapt ed the form~la about · "our corrimon en emy" t o integrat e :it with
the . three worlds the ory by saY:ing, "We have the same e n emi es - the British
imperialist ruling class and · the two superpowers." This was an advance,
developed in the course of pra"9;t'ice, ··on the slogan a bout the "same enemy British imperialism':
· · ·
":·· ·~ :·':
Solidarity Against Our Own Main Enemy
.

'

. Two politica l questions in the campaign n eed to be particularly highlighted.
One , is the theme of "solidarity against OF own main enemynr
In pushing his ultra-left over-emphasis on combating B~i tish :impe:da lism
inte rna tionally Redfern paid lip service t9 the view that a s Corrmiunists our
· .political stands a r e not fundament a lly moral ones but a r e fundamentally expres. si·ons of ma t erl:al interest. (This is n ot to dkny that the prol e t ariat ha s its
own mor a lity based . on its own material ci b.s s •i nterests.) As i •t says in the
' Manifesto, par aphrasing in turn the Comrrniliist Manifesto? "Revolutionary
· Communis.t s do not set. up arty secta rian pri:qciples of their own by which to
shape .· and mould the proletarian movement. · Their theoretica l conclusions merely
.express in general terms a ctua l relations sp:dnging from a n ·existing cla ss
struggl e , f rom a hi s torical movement going on under our very eyes. 11

.

· · In claiming to subscribe t o this Re dfern stre ssed that we should repeatedly
point out _to .British worke rs tha t the de f eat of British imperialism and its
agents by . the Zimbabwean people would be in the direct material interests of
British workers beca use it would weaknn their ruling cla ss and bring socialist
revolution n earer. In itse lf this point is. a correct and important one •
. . The appr oach was expressed most vividly in a passage from the"Zimbabwe
' Foider" produced in Septemb e r 1978 and written by Pa t Redfern ( a foUr-side d
foided l ectflet which was given away). The section entitle d "No· Briti sh Troops
Into Zimbabwe" end,s :
"The sooner British 'imperialism gets thrown out of Zimbabwe lock, stock, and
ba rrel the be tte r • .We want British imperia lism weakened because it's Briti sh _impe rialism- ttmt · Uves.. off. us:, . sucks: :tJ:i.e e!le~.:.i?;t;tt of our pores, turns
the machines fas t er and f ast er and k eeps us in
s l avery. We don't want
:to march into Zimbabwe t o b e of s ervi ce to you - we ' r e preparing for the day
-~hen we turn ·the guns on y ou."
·
·

wage

. This says in vivid agita tiona l t erms tha t it is in the direet . ma teria l

li>ter~st

of the B7itis~ \.o/ker~poJl:,..t~el li)le;,:ation ftrue;gle \n Zimbabwe .

Th1s 1s a v e ry val1d po1nt~/

~

· ~~~ ~~ :t.{f)

. ....
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However with Redfern 1 s left opportunist line on the Zimbabwe struggle we had
slipped for a time into . a policy where the national · section of CS was devoted
to .shoWing British workers that it was in their material interest to support
strugglesaga!inst the British monopoly bourgeoisie at home, and the international section was overwhelmingly devoted to showing that it was in the material
interests of British workers to support struggles against the British imperial ...
ist bourgeoisie abroacl (i.e. our owrt main enemy yet again) • From this point
()f view, educating British workers in the spirit of proletarian internationalism
actually boil~d down to supporting international struggles which serve the
'··material interests of ·the workers of Britain, As Redfern said in June 1978,
"I think the yardstick. of an internationalist campai~ is whether it opposes
British imperialism and helps revolution in Britain,"

is

This
a travesty of proletarian internationalism foisted on us under a
super-revolutionary ultra-left guise. What about the material interests of the
international proletariat independent of nationality? Should not the international sections of our political paper be devoted above all to showing the
mate.rial int.e rests of the world-wide proletariat and educating the British
working class on what our particular contribution to the international cause of
the proletariat shou_ld be?
· ·
·
Arid if Redfern really were genuine that our policy should not be based on
moralistic tub-thumping but on educating the workers on their material interests
both short terrn an<f long term, both national and international, what i .s wrong
with also showing them · that it is in their material interests to oppose the
threat of Soviet domination', 'to resist US interference and to. obstruct the
policies of the two supe:t?powers; which are leading on directly tow·a rds a third
·..·
wGrld war? BY pointing out suc.h facts we show that the British workers' material interests coincide with the mate:rial interests of the entire proletariat.
And in the course of such fundamentally materialist education (in which of
course indignation and outrage will have · an important agitatiohal place) we
can also teach British workers that the people and countries of the third world
are our most reliable friends in the international struggle against the two
superpowers, We can show how the reactionary and oppressive stand ·of the
,, British imperialist bourgeoisie repeatedly goes against the real interests o£
the British working class and the international working class and plays into
the hands of the superpowers.
The fact that Redfern's left-opportunist line counterposed one aspect of
proletarian internationalism (unity with the people oppressed by yourown
bourgeoisie - certainly a very important aspect) against all these other ways
of educating British workers on the interests of the international working class,
shows that in truth Redfern''s concept of proletarian internationalism was not
a material~st one but an idealist one, not one of genuine fraternal soldarity
in the common struggles of the international proletariat but moralistic tub~
thumping and moral blackmail,
We definitely need to support solidarity work against British imperialism ~
"our own main enemy", such as on Ireland and southern Africa. We should have
paid more attention to this in the p2.st and we .must continue to pay attention
to it in the future, But fund~entally our approach to international questions
must start in the materialist spirit of proletarian internationalism from what
are the overall interests of the entire international working class and what
cal} we, as a p1rticular detacfunerrt of that international army, do and what should
we. d.o now to aid the overall fight against imperialism and all reaction. Today
that means being especially guided by the overall theory of the thr~e worlds
and integrating it with our concrete situation,
Hitt~ngSoviet

Social.:.:Irnperialism in Zimbabwe

All ~omrades agree that as Communists within imperialist Britq.in we have a
particular duty to expose and oppose; British imperialism on Zinib~bweu for
example their blood-stained interference in the election campaign7E~:t'd at the
beginning of this year, What has been more difficult to understand is how to
cpmbine. this wi tl;l . exposure of Soviet social-imp·~rialism in the area, The
• ·que~tf6n required and still requires time to solve. It is difficult because

.
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a) the designs of Soviet imperiCllism have not yet become fully appra€m+ in
Zimbabwe 9 and b) there is - ~e problem. of how to relate and balance blows ag.ainst
our ownboti.rgeoisie ·and blows at:,"airist the imperialist bourgeoisie which on a
world sca1'e is m9st dangerous for the international working class.

·.·.1 .

Redfern made this objective problem more difficult for us by the left
impetuous·; opportunist haste with which he tried to push us i,nto a quick solu· tion, He also dazzled us with a number of immediate facts without see.king the
truth that tinderlies those and other facts. He thereby effectively i·iJ:wred the
role: of Soviet social•imperialism and ironically accused us of not seeking truth
from facts and applying the theory of the th:tee worlds dogmatically.
I

\llas it dogmatic to believe that the Soviet Union $hould have been treated
as a serious threat to the Zimbabwean struggle ev~n as: early as 1977 when we
had no facts on its speeific activities in Zimbabwe to go on but only our
. overall analysis'and sepcific facts like its behaviour in Jungola? No; because
a general all~round analysis of many facts in the world has revealed the truth
that the Soviet .Union is an imperialist power, ~artd a rising imperialist power
at that, more aggressive, more dangerous and. out to redivide rthe world in con'"'
tention with the other superpower. To say that this general situation is bound
to have a particular effect on Zimbabwe is not a t all' dogmatic, it is in the
spirit of seeking truth from facts. It would only be dogmatic if we said we
could predict mechanically the particular way in which Soviet imperialism will
move to strengthen its influence in Zimbabwe~ .that will be affeCted by the
particularity of the situation which must be analysed in its own right.
Specific facts about Soviet subversion of the Zimbabwean liberation struggle
were not readily to hand for us in early 1978. We · knew of rumours in the bourgeois press that Nkomo's men in Angola were trained by Cubans and we knew that
ZAPU's journal was printed in East Germany. On the other hand Nkomo was
.
playing a double game and as late as the second part of 1978 had a secret meeting with Smith in which he nearly agreed to come over as · an agent of British and
US imperinlism. It was after the exposure of this secret meeting that Nkomo
threw his lot in with the Soviet Union particularly openly.. aiffil 'ii'PiR MiHil. li'gui w>±ss
M b±•al±e± afl t ±ni a si less: •eu t± U.rts"'atltel\w.e ~M 8!:ezru - fJlM s s.
It was on:(.y .long after the Zimbabwe campaign that we learned sone more detailed. facts on the extent that Soviet pressure had been building up on the Patriotic Front. throughout 1978 while the campaign was going on in the League. The
following is a loose translation of parts of an article on Zimbabwe printed
in "Rote Fahne", the paper of the I1arxist-Leninist Communist Party of Germany 9
25th October 1979. While we would not neces sarily agree with all the point~
and are not in a position to check the facts, these extracts illustrate some
of the questions that we should have been considering and which Redfern tried
to close our minds to.
-.· ...... ::.·

"The social imperialists have been able to.build up the armed forces of
ZAPU 7 with which they have had contact for a iong time, from an unimportant
band to an army 10, 000 soldiers strong mainly in .Angolan training camps 9 and
who have by comparison with Z.ANU much more modern equipment. This army could
be decisive in the final phase of the W?-i' in which there is a battle for
control of the cities, especially after the racists have been overthrown and
·· have .fled • .· Even after .a putsch there will hardly be any enthusiasm . in Zimbabwe and especic;1,lly in the "Front Line States" (which are thdmselves anyway
ne.arly impoverished by the long-lasting war, and which themselves look more
and more towards the Soviet Union and for increased business contacts with the
·racists) for supporting a continuing people 1 s war of liberat;ion. ·. For example
in . Algeria the . externally-based army of Boumedienne,· which virtually didn't
take any part in the liberation struggle, had an easy run of it after the
wi thdra\ml of the French army from the areas in which the guerillas had been
fighting them. In Vietnam something similar happened to the NLF forces. ThGy
were replaced by regular Nortl1 Vietnamese troops.
.·
"The Soviets ' not only have military influence within ZAPU. The strategy
of looking for a quick victory, reliance on foreign help~ neglect ·of the whole
job of mobilizing the mass e s- these are some of 'the points on which ZAPU's
. political line co-:-in6ides with Soviet interests.
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· "By means of · ZAPU the Soviet Union also tries to draw ZiiNU under its control
or at least either to pull some elements in ZANU over to its side or neutralize
them. 'It is the Soviet Union's aim to impose a policy serving her hegemonist
interestson the whole of the Patriotic Front · (including ZA.NU) by making use of
her influence in ZAPU.
"1~ t least 'i n part their plan has succeeded. In 1978 the shift in ZA.NU' s relations -towards the social imperialist camp could be seen very clearly. ZANU's
leaders made extensive journeys to Eastern Europe, ·including the• Soviet Union
(by Vice-President Muzendi). In August 1978 Mugp,be- E)lld Castro met for the first
time in Havana at the World Youth Festival. Apparently Mugabe was open to
• substantial offers of assistance. Only shortly afterwards in September, negotiations continued in Addis Ababa during the celebration of the anniversary of the
fascist junta's victory and a 11 solidarity conference11 organized by the 1\.froAsian Peoples' Solidarity Organization (AliPSO). At this conference a resolution
was pass-Jd in which for the first time in the history of AltPSO conferences
China was accused of collaboratingwith South African
racists as well as other
· reactionaries. Although Russian· pr01)aganda cl,, imed that the Z.MTIJ delegation led
by Mugabe had given its support to this resolut'ion, ZANU never officially disas
sociated itself from the resolutionor denied the rumours about .its conduct in
the .Voting. As a result Mengistu made avctilable to ZANU a military camp in
which 5·, 000 ZANLA fighters at a time crm be tm.ined with Russian' weapcns by
Cubans, of whom there are enough in Ethiopia anyway. · In the meantime the proportion of Russian weapons in ZANLA's equipment is said to have reached So%
("Africa Confidential" no12 vol20), but apparently ZANLA .1eaders still refuse
to accept foreign auxiliaries on the principle that "We are-our own liberators. 11
••• In . the May 1979 issue of New Africa an intervie1v with Mugabe was published
in which he criticised Nkomo sharply for the first time for a long while - but
not for wavering towards the racists and the Western .Powers but because he had
· tried to prevent Z.ANU establishing contacts with Cuba, Vietnam, Angola and
Eth:kpia."
Later on the article says,"It has nothing ih common·with imperialist or
Russian propaganda if one· states that with a mass exodus of the white population
the country would suddenly be without experts, experienced techni~ians and
experts for administration. Angola and Moz2JD.bique show how quickly the Russians
are on the spot to fill that gap with their own white experts, and take over the
administrative apparatus by means of Cubans andEast Germans."

•

These points by no means autDnatically imply that Comrade Mugabe and other
l•Jading ZANU members should be immediately analysed as~ coinprador bourgeois agents
of Soviet imperialism, because it is sometimes necessary for patriotic revolutionariES to take advantage of contradictions among the enemy. However they do
'show that Soviet pressure is extensive not only on ZAPU -but, as we should have
expected, on Z.ANU too. It is a statistical certainty that some elements in ZANU
will lack the necessary vigilance and will for a ·time at least favour co-operating
with the Soviet Union's plans. (These points also do B£1 imply that we should
therefore reduce our support for the Zimbab\ve liberation war. On the contrary
they give . additional arguments for supporting the genuine patriotic fighters.)
It is necessary to pe far~sighted as well as all-sidede At the .time of writing this document, some three weeks before the election, there is already a lot
of evidence that Nkomo,a. man who is prepared to sell himself to Soviet imperialism·as well as to Britishand US imperialism, may become Prime Minister of Zimbabwe, perhaps leading a coalition of puppet parties from which ZANU is excluded.
This fiel;'cely divided si tuatiori would be _one in which the Soviet Union would
not ldck -the inclination or the opportunities to deepen its influerlCe and control
over various political groupings, including .ZANU as well as ZAPU.
We have quite rightly studied the question of Zimbabwe seriously from the
, point of view of the Zimbabwe'ari people in order to support them bett'er, and
also from the point o,f view of British imperialism in arler to oppose it more
effectively. Let us also accep-t the responsibility to open the map of southern
Africa a,gain and look at it from the point of view of the \Social-imperialists
in Moscow. They already have the dominant influence in Angola on the west coast
and Mozambique on the .east (both these states voted for them at the UN in defence
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of the invasion of Afghanistan). In Namibia they have extensive influence in
SWAPO, the leading liberation organization. Zrunbia is economically weak and
much.more open to Soviet overtures than is generally recoD~ised, The Russians
have built up their embassy in Lus~a to the largest in central Africa. Zambia
abstained in the UN on the vote co~mning the invasion of Afghanistan and a
month later, in early _.Fevuary, she signed a £50 million arms treaty with the
Soviet Union including MiG fighters, and the Russian advisers that must inevitably accompany such advanced technology.
Viewing the map from Moscow, Zimbabwe is· not intended to be a liberated area
serving as a rear base for a vigorous and independent national liberation struggle in Azania. From Moscow Zimbabwe is a strategic square lying between Angola
and Mozambique' With this spxe filled, the Soviet Union will have a cordon of
states under it~:J influence !3Urrounding the tottering but extremely rich and
strategically ~ital South African racist state. If successful, Moscow will have
thrown a noose around the neck of the liberation struggles of southern Africa.
:By ln.ea:hs of this noose she would attempt to manipulate and control these struggles, using them in her battle for world domination to undermine her ri~al, the
United States, but pulling the liberation movements up very short if they tried
to assert their independence from Soviet domination.
Ofcourse in the long term the Soviet Union is a paper tiger and the more she
attacks the interests of the oppressed peoples and nations, the sooner they will
rise up against her too. But cognition is a process that takes time, and in the
shorter term events in southern Africa may very well fit in with the plans of
Moscow's strategists more than we would like.
How than should we deliver blows against :British imperialism in the context
of building the international united front against hegemonism? This is a problem that will take time and practice to solve. There is always a strong need for
straight exposure of British imperialist oppression and fQr straight solidarity
'with those oppressed by it, and the case for this will remain vali~ as long as
:British imperialism exists. But also we need to link up such exp6sures with the
superpowers. One theme we should probably try out is to show how each act of
:British imperialist oppression and exploitation plays into the hands of Soviet
social-imperialism. (The same is true of US imperialism, which repeatedly drives
the people and countries of the third world into the arms of the Soviet Union
by its hegemonistic blunders.) Each time British imperialism, by violence or by
cunning, thwarts the just demands of the Zimbabwean people for national liberation, it gives more OJ1eningsto Soviet infiltration. Zambia ia also cm illustration, where :British tacit support of the fierce Rhodesian racist raids at
the end of 1979 must have influenced the Zambians to sign an arms treaty with
Moscow. Each case in which British imperialism hangs on t o its superprofits
by means of blackmail, murder, or deception, is not only morally disgusting,
and not only helps to shore up its class rule in Britain, but gives free jokers
to the Soviet imperialists. It hastens the day when the Soviet Union oay~ have
a stranglehold on the oil-lanes round the Cape of Good Hope and will patrol
among the oil rigs in the North Sea expecting to be paid political protection
money by servile regimes in :Britain and western Europe. Because of its imperial- .
ist of-ass nature the British ruling class repeatedly fails to meet the just dem- ·
ands7and genuinely unite with the one force in the world that is most reliable in?'·
the long term struggle against hegemonism - the peoples and countries of the
~.
third world.

This theme too should be considered in the context of Zimbabwe.

CONCLUSIONS
1. While the RCL had been correct to concentrate on grasping the main features
of the three worlds theory, there had been rightist erros in carrying out our
proletarian internationalist duty to sup: iort the struggles of those particularly
oppressed by our own imperialist bourgeoisie.
2. Redfern seized on this error 9 and instead of promoting a militant but scientific self-critical study of the error and how to correct it, attempted to stampede us into a left-opportunist distortion of our line internationally.
·
3. The politbal line of the Zimbabwe campaign as launched by Redfern was counterposed to the three worlds strategy. We have a particular responsibility to
oppose :British imperialism abroad, However "'e must strive to integrate this
work with the three worlds strategy.
February 1980.
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